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Insane asylum. $65,000.
Reform school, maintenance, $1?,- 000; light plant. $2,500; furniture for

FRIDAY,

CORD

MARCH 16, 1917
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BACK UP, TIP TO KAISER
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RE-

national monumcut to Col. William F. Cody (ISulTulo Bill) will be modeled on the figure shown in this
photograph. I he site of thp inonuuient on Lookout mountain, Denver Mountain parka, upon which the figure stands,
has been dedicated for that purpose by the city of Denver. The mounted figure of Colonel Cody is a reproduction
from the I'appaeemi painting, executed by the noted Italian artist, which Colonel Cody preferred even to the canvas
painted by Ibis-- Kitttle'tir.
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The Austrian note to America Is the clared, "we shall have an
from Copenhagen carrying Count and
Eggs.
assertion of Germany that naval men
Englishwomen Sentenced for Plot,
of scathing denunciation by
Countess von Bernstorff and the emgroup. Opposition to it will be PUT 0. K. ON 'STOCKING BANK' Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F. O. B.
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says
coalition."
bassy and consular corps from the
daughter Mrs. Winifred Mason, and them auxiliary warships.
a designedly trans-ha- s
United States, arrived in Berlin.
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Atlanta Detectives Say It Is the Only Eggs,
Guns and gunners will be placed on insolence, under
the bitter's husband Alfred Georgo
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openly expressed his displeasure
Washington. More than 10,000,000
Place Safe From
were found guilty of conspir- munition ships as well as other boats
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Amsterdam.
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tured or missing in tl ? European war
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Atlanta, Ga. After investigations
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soldiers have been imprisoned on same
Among the military proper, 4,441,200 local detectives Issued a report show- Process
charge, was acquit toil. Mrs. cers are used is entirely up to the Wilson by General Carranza, accord- are
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Six Terms of Court Passed Before
1,000 Mexican Troops Pursue Salazar. Carranza Elected Mexico's President.
Plot Destruction of Navy Yard.
Margaret Wilson Will Wed Publisher.
"Must Back President." Taft.
Deputy Sheriff Reported
Mexico City. Three years after he
Mich.
Grand
Juarez, Mex. One thousand troops
Destruction
Members of
of the
Rapids,
Philadelphia.
Montpelier, VL Former President
the Case.
of the Sonora command of Gen. Gull-lerm- o raised the standard of revolt against Philadelphia navy yard was plotted the family of Frank R. Com p ton, Taft, in
addressing the Vermont LegisChavez left here over the Mexi the usurpation of Huerta. Gen. Venu-stiani- o by a band of Teuton conspirators, fed- wealthy Chicago publisher and a na- lature, said: There must be no un- .
Centralis, Fa. Harry Snyder of this
Carranza was elected Presi- eral agents declared following the tive of Grand Rapids, admitted his encan Central railroad to pursue Gen.
certainty in backing op the President place narrowly escaped spending his
Jos Ynex Salazar and his rebel com- dent of Mexico' by virtually an unani- arrest of Mr. and Mrs. Albert K. gagement to Margaret Wilson, eldest in using all the forces at his command life in Jail for
He was

mand which attacked the passenger
train at Laguna station March 9, killof the de facto train
ing forty-fiv- e
guard and wounding three passengers.
The Sonora troops Include a large
number of Taqui Indians, who will be
used as scouts In trailing Salazar.

mous vote and the largest ever cast Fiseher.
. ,
..
in the republic.

Law Decision Postponed.
Washington. Decision on constitutionality of the Adamaon railroad
law was postponed by the Supreme
Eight-Hou- r

Court

.....

Rebels Flee Santiago.
New York. The Cuban consulate
here announced the receipt of offfcial
confirmation If the complete evacuation of Santiago de Cuba by the rebel
forces.

daughter of President Wilson.

Mors Guards Discharged.

-

San Antonio, Tex. The First New
Mexico infantry will be mastered ont
at Columbus about March 20, and the
First Arizona Infantry at Douglas the

same data.

to protect our commercial vessels,
their officers and their passengers, at
whatever cost." Referring to the controversy over the President's request
for authority to arm merchant vessels
Mr. Taft declared that "twelve senators nnpatriotically killed the bill, by
sreventin a Tot."
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2525c;
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committed In July, 1915, and the fact ington and Oregon-white$2.2503.40;-was overlooked. With no record on Wisconsin and Michigan, $2.1002.25.
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the court docket his case was never
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called. Six terms of. court passed.
Then Deputy Sheriff Hidlay called the
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district attorney's attention to the
Duluth. Linseed on track, $2.88
man's presence In JaiL He was reto arrive,
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$2.88; May,'
leased.
$2
July, $2.92 asked.
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Ireland's Patron Saint

IHlTBNifflONAL

SfilSMrSdlOOL
PATRICK) "A atone lay deeply
la the clay until one of
strong band uncovered It, beaved
It aloft and made it the capstone of
noble edifice." Thla la bla description
of bia life. He was a centenarian wait
tag for bla death when he wrote It, and
to bia eyea the career of the Apostle
blend of human
of Ireland was
worthleesnesa made capable of lofty
achievement by the call of God. It la
a great man's humble estimate of bla
share In remaking a great nation. And
It ia correct as to the humble beginning,
and the mighty accomplishment, and
the abiding of humility in the bosom
of the man who wrought so mightily.
Not without reason has the name of
St Patrick been held in veneration
through these many generations.
There ia nowhere a teacher whose
services for learning exerted so wide
an Influence in a time so critical for
all culture. There Is nowhere a statesman whose activity so completely
reformed the character of any people.
There ia nowhere auch a national hero
whose fame is sounded across fifteen
centuries and can still stir emotions of
ardent enthusiasm far beyond his
nation's shores. There Is nowhere
aaint whose teachings are blended like
his with the destinies of his nation, so
that the invocation of his name can be
at once the cry of patriotic devotion
and the expression of religious veneration. Rev. T. P. McDonough.

Lesson

ST.
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PATRICK'S
OF BIRTH

PLACE
LONG

IN DISPUTE
Boston a bitter cry that

ft

of a Scotch
FROMmention
for St. Patrick Is not

to
be tolerated. The controversy
is an old one, and this Is not a place
for taking sides, so we will merely
present the rival views to the interested render. It would appear that,
like Homer, more than one spot Is
prepared to do battle for the honor
of being Patrick's birthplace Scotland; Wales and Brittany being all
contestants.
correspondFirst let our
ent speak : ,
"I have read every author worth
reading on the question and with
only one desire, namely, to find out
the truth, and have no more doubt
on the question that he was born In
Brittany than I have that he was a
real live human being. English and
Scotch desire to appropriate every- thing and everybody worth while, Is
the cause of the error in the case.
For . every line that can be said
about his French birth one hundred
are written on the British (Island)
side, but such claimants have no
critical argument on their side. It
Is all a' part of the
"Anglo- Saxon" propaganda, and I hope that
when 'the paper again alludes to the
question, it. will go into the facts
of the case, which the Scotch claim
ants never ao. see Keating, u nun-IoProfessor Moore (Protestant),
Lannlgan, Don Philip O'Sulllvan,
Father Morris, Canon Fleming, Miss
Cusack, Father O'Farrell and a host
of others, for the full analysis of
the case. Then read the best that
nan ho mill nn the Sentch Side hV
Archblshon Healy; read Professor
On... t ,. n nnmnlafa lHonncnl tt HlK1.
well-rea-
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IRISH

LOVE

OF

EQUALITY

In Some Ways It Has Tended to Pre- -

vent a Closer Unification of
the Great Race.

The art and literature of the Celt
renaturally Is pure, noble, moral,
fined and idealistic. Besides, his love
of equality has a leveling effect, and
a tendency to uniformity of social and
economic ideals. This love of equality has, however, prevented a closer
unification of the Irish race In matters
vital to its independence as a separate and distinct people. Their sensitiveness, it must be admitted, is the
real reason why, notwithstanding their
acknowledged valor, they lost their independence; and mainly because of
this natural instinct, they cannot and
never could accept conquerors or masters with that humility that would
have lulled suspicion and created a
new starting point for a successful
dash and break for independence.
This sensitiveness absolutely prevents
forgetfulness, and the hatred engendered by centuries of persecution cannot be dulled or dispelled by promises

Pi

tor Healy's theories, ond then ask
yourself If there Is a shadow of the
Scotch claim left, let we are con- tlnually dinned with the dogmatic'
assertion that "St. Patrick was born
in Scotlund.
On the other hand, to quote from
Archbishop Henly of Tuara:
"Philip O'Sulllvan Beare, a mnn
of learning and authority, declared
that Patrick was born in Bretagne.
He was the first writer of note who
put forward that opinion, for no ancient writer known to us ever advanced It." The difficulty has been
to settle where exactly Bonnavem
Tabernlae is, which is the town Patrick mentions n his "Confession"
as his home.
Lannlgan believed in a French but
Doctor
not a Breton birthplace.
Healy states that his view was a
"He
modification of O'Sulllvan's.
says that the Bonnavem Tabernlae
of the confession was the same town
as Boulogne-'sur-mer- ,
in Plcardy and
was the birthplace of our saint. But
the confession does not state thnt
Bonnavem Tabernlae was Patrick's
birthplace, but that It was the place
where his father had a villa from
which he himself was carried off a
captive."
Doctor Healy himself states: "It
appears te us to be quite clear from
the account the saint gives of himself that he was a native of the Roman province of Britain, and in all
probability was born on the banks
of the Clyde in Scotland."
To turn now to Professor Bury.
He writes as follows In his "St. Patrick :" "In the absence of any trace
of a Bannaventa In north British
regions, we must, I think, give decisive weight to the general probabilities of the case and suppose that
Bannaventa was south of the Wall
of Hadrian somewhere In western
Britain, not far from the coast."
After his book was In press he
received a communication from Pro
fessor Rhys, which led hlra to add
made in extremes. You may clothe
the Irish In rugs, as Curran said, but
they will not wear chains.
Lucky

Four-Lea-

f

Clover.

It Is difficult to say what was the
original shamrock, trefoil or Herb
Trinity. The leaf now recognized as
the national emblem is that of the
white clover, but the name shamrock
Is generic and is applied also to the
purple clover, the speedwell, the pimpernel and to the wood sorrel.
The clover of two or four leaves was
held sacred in the festivals of the
Greeks. The one of four leaves, when
carried about, is supposed to Insure
success at play and confer the power
of detecting evil spirits. The lover
may put It under his pillow and he
will dream of his beloved, or the maiden may slip it Into her sweetheart's
shoe without his knowledge and It
will insure his safe return from any
Journey. It may be employed to prevent the wearer's being dran into
military service, is said to be a cure
for lunacy, and is still, among the
Irish, regarded as magical, even sacred.
Snakes dislike It exceedingly and will
not remain where It Is growing.

to his prefuce as follows

j nuj

:

conjectured that U should

,e sought near the Severn or the

Uristol channel. The existence of
three places named Banwen (which
mn v Ninrocpnt Riinnn vpntn) In filfl- morganshlre opens a prospect that
the solution may possibly lie there." Tj
The reader lg now jn possession of 5?
tne names oi tne cmei nutnoriuew
modern and ancient on the subject,
and he may weigh O'Sulllvan and j
Lannlgan against Doctor Healy and
Cardinal Moran, or Colgan and
against Keating and ay
O'Flaherty
O'Hanlon. Or he may weigh Profes- - A
sor Bury and Sir John Rhys against w
them all. Whatever the merits of ga
the question It cannot be a dogmatic
If St. Patrick had been born In what
Is now called Scotland or Britain,
In neither case could it be claimed
that he was what Is meant by either
of the modern terms, "Scotchman"
"
or
The word Scotus
In those days meant Irishman pure
and simple, and was only given to
Scotland owing to the Irish colonies
which undertook civilizing work on
her west const (Argyle means liter-allArergaedhal, the land of the
"
Irish). As for the
that peculiar breed had not yet left
When they
the German forests.
came to Britain they drove the Brit-IsCelts westward, but eventually
adopted their name of Briton. It
is safe to describe St. Patrick as
a Romanized Celt, whether he was
Celtic Brit- born in
Gaul. Wher-eve- r
aln of in
his upbringing, be came in
touch and understanding with both
the Roman idea and Gaeldom.' He
was the first to realize what a splr- itual combination they were likely
to make. History has justified his
experiment, for today there are
more bishops In the Roman church
of Gaelic blood than of any other
branch of the human family. From
the Magazine Ireland.
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AN IRISH TUNE
Will

you linen to the laugh of
Gushing from the fiddle;
More'i the fun of half of it
Than e'en an Irish riddle.
Sure, it's not a fiddler'i bow
That'i making sport so merry;
It's (u
the fairies laughing so
I heard them oft in Kerry.

it

Will you listen to the step of it
Faith, that tune's a daisy;
Just the very leap of it
Would make the feet unaisy.
Hold your tongues, ye noisy rogues.
And nop your giddy prancing;
It's me can hear the weshee brogues
Of

Irish fairies dancing.

you listen to the tune of
Sweeter than the honey,
I'd rather hear the croon of it
Than get a miser's money.

Will

it.

Sure, my son, it makes me cry-- But
don't play with any other;
May Cod be with the days gone by,
I danced it with your mother.
I

Rn.HottF.BlurtlfilriAWixtd.
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Famous Invocation.
DRIVEN FROM THEIR COUNTRY
QUAINT BELIEFS
Following Is an Invocation to the
of
common
in
Shamrock of Luck,
parts
Barbarous Penal Code Was the Cause
Leprechaun' and Banshee Have Been Ireland and the Isles:
of Many Irishmen Forsaking
of
"Institutions"
Recognized
Their Own Soil.
Thou shamrock of Rood omens.
Isle for Centuries.
Beneath the bank growing.
Whereon stood gracious Mary.
Some writer has said "that during
The Mother of God.
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LESSON FOR MARCH 18
JESUS SAVES FROM SIN.
8
LESSON TEXT John 8:12,
(Read entire chapter).
GOLDEN TEXT If the Bon therefore
shall make you free, ye shall be free Indeed. John 8:36.
Teachers should sketch rapidly In a
chronological way the events In the life

of our Lord, (See any good harmony)
nnd show that this lesson belongs to
the period of the Galilean ministry of
Jesus when he hnd gone up to Jerusalem to nttend the feast of the taber-nncl- e
Let us be sure
(John
to loud our guns with temperance ammunition, be familiar with facts, take
careful aim, concentrate all we have
to say upon one definite aim, and then
pull the trigger e, g. be sure to shoot
a tempernnce charge and make a temperance application.
I. The Slavery to Sin. Jesus' previous references to water (Chs. 4 and 7)
and to bread (ch. 6) were occasioned
by outward occurrences; so with this
reference to light. In the treasury (v.
Jesus as he spake were two
20) near-tcolossal, golden lamp stands around
which when lighted the people gathered with rejoicing. Amid the blaze of
this illumination, Jesus exclaims: "I
am the light of the world." Whnt is
more beneficent than light as It reveals, cheers and brings life, health
nnd happiness to mankind? Without
light there is no vision. Without Jesus
there Is no spiritual wisdom. Without
light we know not whither we are going. Without Jesus we grope In the
darkness. Every ray of light, ,of truth,
of holiness and love comes from him,
for God is light, and In him Is no darkness at nil (I John 1:15). Some think
thnt these words were occasioned by
the onlookers, seeing what Jesus had
The
written In the sand (vv.
first step In the slavery of sin Is blindness ; the second Is habit ; and the
third Is that of absolute slavery (Prov.
3 :22).
Jesus was the Incarnation of
the light of God. We cannot conceive of Jesus making such nn assertion ns this, and being merely a good
mnn. Ills Is a light, not of a single nation nor of a particular church or section of the world. Being the light, it
necessarily follows that everyone who
follows him "shall not walk In darkness." lie ennbles us to see clearly
the dividing line between the two ways
of life, lie clarifies our vision so that
we make our choices knowingly.
II. The Possibility of Freedom (vv.
These words were spoken to
"those which hnd believed on him," and
as the result they were to know the
truth, and the truth should make them
free. Knowledge and liberty come from
a continuance (abiding) in the word of
God (John 14:15; 16:12-13Many men
reject Jesus Christ because they claim
they wish to have their liberty, and by
so doing they lose their liberty. A disciple Is a learner ; Jesus Is the teacher ;
the entrance examinations to the
school of Christ are the simple and
necessary condition of believing or accepting him as Lord and teacher. The
scholars are all the disciples who continue under his instruction. The object of the schooling Is to mak perfect men, "unto the measure of the
stature of the fulness of Christ" (Eph.
4:22; Col. 4:12). Christ's school Is not
only In the church and In the Sunday
school and Young People's society, but
It Is everywhere, In the home, In the
office, at work and play ; wherever one
Is trying truly to live according to
Christ's will, he Is In his school, and
that school Is open both day and night ;
there are no vacations and no recesses.
The text book Is the Book of books.
We need not argue as to the necessity
of sin, but realize the fact that all are
under sin (Rom, 5:12), but being under sin does not necessitate "our abiding there, nor Is sin necessary to our
This freedom here Is from sin
being.
and the love of sin nnd the curse nnd
the penalty of sin nnd the bondage and
corroding care of sin. It Is also mental
freedom, freedom for Christian activity. A knowledge of the English
Bible Is a liberal education, and brings
true liberty to those who nre thus educated. As contrasted to that we have
the slnvery of sin (vv. 34, 36). The
drunkard Is a slav because he is restrained from doing what he knows he
ought to do. He cannot even do wrong
freely for his conscience constantly upbraids him. He is a slave because he
Is compelled to bear the corisequences
of sin against his will. The way of
escape (v. 36) Is through the son : "If
the son therefore shall make you free,
ye shall be free Indeed." Any other
freedom than the freedom granted by
the grace of God is temporary, and has
no assurance of permanence whatever
even In this life, and certainly not In
the life which is to come. The way
of escape Is, first, belief on the Lord
Jesus Christ (v. 31) ; second, continuance In his word (v. 31) ; third, abiding In his teaching (v. 31) ; fourth, receiving the knowledge which he alone
can give (v. 32). This brings pardon ;
freedom from punishment. To continue In his word brings freedom from
the past and the burdens of the present His gospel brings freedom from
sin and the tyranny of habit. To
boast of heredity or to attempt to fulfill the rigors of the law Is not freedom, for the only true freedom is the
freedom which we have In Christ
Jesus. When he sets us free, we are
free Indeed. The conditions are simple,
come to him (6 :37) ; continue In his
word (w. 31, 82).
III. The Authority (w. 56, 58). The
Jews took exception to the words of
When did Abraham see
Jesus
Jesus? Read the 18th and 19th chapters
of. Genesis, and. we find that .one of the
three who visited Abraham was different from the other' twd; and 'remained
behind while two went on to Sodom.
The one who remained was the Lord
Jesus, Jehovah appearing in human
form before his later Incarnation as
Jesus of Nazareth.
7:1-52- ).

(33-55- ).
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IS BEST, BASIS FOR SELECTION
ters, the chances are especially good
that the characteristics will be transmitted.
Selecting a Bull.
'it Is not wise to select a bull from
a cow even with a wonderful record
If she is the only good animal in her
family. In this case she is a freak
In her family, and will probably transmit not her own high milk production but the average of the family to
which she belongs.
For a
purebred herd
the safest way Is, so far as possible,
to select a bull old enough to have
daughters in milk. It is then possible to judge fairly accurately 'as to
the character of his offspring.
The two methods of selecting bulls
are Illustrated by the herd bulls owned,
Sulby the University of Missouri.
tana's Virginia Lad, senior sire In the
Jersey herd, was selected on account
of his splendid daughters.
His mother and
were also considl,
ered. Sir Korndyke Hengerveld
at the head of the Holsteln herd,

The modern dairy cow Is bred ao
far away from the wild cow of nature that it is only by continual selection that the' production of our herds
can be maintained at the present level
to Bay nothing of Increasing It The
only practical ways for most farmers
to greatly Improve the production of
their herds, according to a Farmers'
week lecture by C. H. Eckles of the
Missouri College of Agriculture, are
to cull out the inferior cows and introduce the best possible blood through
the sire. The old saying that the sire
is half the herd is literally true from
the standpoint of herd improvement.
The sire selected, should first of all be
a purebred of the breed to which the
cows belong. Crossbreeding does not
pay and in the end Is disastrous to the
herd.
The ago of the bull so far as known
has nothing to do with the characteristics he transmits.
The advantage
of .the mature bull is that generally it
la possible to see some of his daughters nnd In this way Judge as to the

half-siste-

De-Ko-

ROADS
SNOWPLOW IS EASILY

MADE

Effective Device for Clearing High
ways in Winter Can Bo Put Together by Any Farmer.
A farmer who Is a firm believer in
good roads in winter as well as In sum-

mer, could not get any satisfaction
from his town superintendent when
snow blocked the six and
nilje
d
way to town, writes Laurence W.
in Farm Journal. So Instead' of
r
and bawling
going to the
him out, the farmer knocked together
a snowplow and started out. Thai
work done with the plow that day
made it easy for a team to trot all '
the way to town and not get In trouble
when It was forced to turn out foriaivi
other rig. And the job was over be
fore a gang of men with shovels could
fairly huve started.
Directions for making the plowaW
as follows: Take a 2 by 8 Inch plank,
eight feet' In length (A In the accom?
panying picture), and use It for the
side which is to travel flush against
the side of the bob runner. A ten
Inch plank might work, but a
one would not because It could not
swing ahead of the rear bob when
one-ha- lf

Gris-wol-

town-fathe-

,

h

Effective Snowplow.

Take another eight-fomaking turns.
plank and saw oft two feet for
a brace (C) and spike this brace at
right ungles to the longer plank. It
may bu necessary to let out the reach
so that the outer end of the brace
will not be too far forward on the
moldboard (D). The bruce should be
raised an Inch or two so that the snow
which falls In the triangle will spill
out readily.
When spiked together
the plow should have a comparatively
small spread, say four feet. A wide
spread means too heavy a drag and
unnecessary labor. To hitch the plow
to the bob use two clevises and
attached to the end of the left side of
the plow (point marked Ii). In order
to do effective work a man should ride
the plow.
One distinctive feature of the plow's
construction lies In the fact that theleft side of the plow Is two feet longer
than the right side.
The left side is made so It can bo
snugly attached to the outside of the
right-hanfront runner of an ordinary
pair of bobs. When traveling, the left
(longer) side parullels the runner and
the right (shorter) side forms the
whole plowing surface.
ot

SILVER SECRET, FIRST FUTURITY PRIZE WINNER.
was purchased when nine years old
on account of his
daughters. The new Jersey bull, Sophie's Demonstrator, was purchased
from the Hood farm on the basis of
his pedigree and the records of his
ancestors.
Sir Melrose Canary, Ayrshire bull, was selected by the pedigree nnd records of bis ancestors.
Duke Darlington, the dairy Shorthorn
herd bull, was also selected by pedigree and the records behind him.

character of hln offspring. In buying
a young bull the pedigree with records of his ancestors are the chief
things to take Into account. The
mother of the sire selected should
have the characteristics wanted by
the breeder. As a rule those who buy
bulls now require that the dum huve
an advanced register test which gives
exact Information ns to her dairy quality. If the mother of the bull Is one
of a large group of high producing sis- -

BROOD

Hon prolonged often causes abortion.

MARE SHOULD

RECEIVE

"When feeds are as high as they are
at present, one is tempted to reduce

GOOD FEED

the amount given, especially tjie' grain
portion of the ration, but he usually
finds this to be expensive economy In
High Price of Grain Tends to the case of the brood mare. In order
to raise the maximum number of colts
Make Some Owners Stingy
the brood mure must be well fed and
With Winter Feeding.
cared for, and if one Is compelled to
rely largely upon roughages, bran and
Proper food for the brood mare in linseed oil meal should be added to FIX ROAD FOR AUTOMOBILES
winter Is not given due consideration the ration."
In seasons of
grain. In the
Dr. C. W. McCampbell, as- FEEDING POULTRY DRY FEED Radical Change in Treatment of High,
optnlon-o- f
ways That Bear Brunt of Travel
sociate professor of animal husbandry
Is Suggested.
in the Kansas State Agricultural colSupply of Mixture of Bran, Short!
lege.
The suggestion made by Francis M.
and Cornmeal Should Be Kept Be"An Increased number of complaints
Fowls at All Times.
Hugo,
fore
secretary of state of New York,
their
lost
have
mares
which
regarding
that a rudlcal change Is called for in
colts are always noted In years of
Farmers should keep dry ground the treatment of the roads that bear
feeds," said Doctor McCampthe main brunt of automobile travel,
bell. "This condition is due primarily feed, such as a mixture of bran, shotts
must strike laymen, at least,' as highly
to two reasons. The mare owner, be- and cornmeal, In hoppers before the
He points out that only a
Important.
or
milk
sour
Either
times.
mares
at
hens
all
his
of
desirous
carrying
ing
of
small
the width of these roads
part
a
as
drink.
be
should
buttermilk
as
as
poswinter
given
cheaply
through the
Is
used by most of the vehisible,
depends largely upon such Crushed limestone or oyster shell clesactually
which pass over them, and, "yet
roughages as prairie hay, cane, kafir, should be before the hens all the time, when the road has to be
repaired or
and corn fodder. This kind of a N- and the hens should go to roost with
renewed the whole width has to be
ation is constipating, add such a condl- - full crops.
dealt with, for mere patching In most
cases cannot be regarded as the most
practical method of maintenance." Accordingly, he proposes the use of preHOG COMFORT AND EXERCISE IN WINTER
pared tracks "made of special material, continuous and smooth In character, and sufficiently wide," which
The comfort of the animals In win- corn to make 100 pounds of gain than would "bear nearly all the tratllc and
ter Is an Important factor In the man- was required by hogs well sheltered. would lengthen the life of the road ten
agement nnd maintenance of swine Figuring corn worth present prices, times Its present period." New York
herds in our lntltudel; While our win- this added a cost of 17 cents to the Times.
ters seldom have long periods of ex- cost of, producing 100 pounds of pork ;
treme cold so that hogs may not profit- enough more to pay for a good sani- MONEY FOR RURAL HIGHWAYS
course of a few
ably spend at least a part of most tary hoghouse In the
3ays out of doors, they are neverthe- winters.
Should Never
Yet we must not pamper our hogs Bonds for County Roads
less cold and crisp enough to require
Run Longer Than 30 Years, Say
warm
the
in
shut
and
them
up
keep
thnt these animals be given comfortAgricultural Experts.
time. We must
ably warm and dry quarters, says a hoghouse all the
out
doors
of
dally and
get them
Kansas College bulletin.
P.cuuls sold for county highway Imfor exercise. We must have
The hog does not like cold any more
In the opinion of road speprovement,
conthan It does the heat of the hotter runways or yards conveniently
cialists of the department of agriculsummer days, and thrives best when nected with the pens or house, and ture, should never run for more than
or bunkept reasonably warm when feeding scatter some unthreshed peas
even earlier
30
and
dle oats or alfalfa hay about for them Is years, whereretirement
or lying at rest.
this can be accombetter
At the Kansas experiment station, to work over in these. Better still, plished without too great an Increase
In the yard
hogs kept in an open yard with only is to have feeding racks
in the tsix rate. It Is dangerous praca board fence on the north side for to keep these In, as less will be watt- tice to have bonds run fur a long pethe
will
feeds
Such
ed
then.
weeks
keep
ten
of
a
period
protection for
riod, because In such cases the Infrom November 7 on, through weather hogs Interested and busy going forth debtedness often outlives the estimated
interand
exercise
deand
and
the
12
back,
made with
ranging In temperature from
comfortnblf life of the Improvements
grees below, to 31 degrees above zero est will keep them feeling
the money so raised. Money borrowed
out.
ore
while
more
they
iut of doors, required
to build roads should be repaid by
those who enjoy the benefit of the Improvements thus financed, nnd not to
be a debt upon those who gain no benefit from the expenditure.
d
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LENGTH OF PUBLIC HIGHWAYS
Total of About 2,452,000 Miles
About 277,000, or 11.3 Per Cent
Are Improved.
The public roads of the United
States outside the limits of Incorporated towns nnd cities had, January 1,
1915, a total length of about 2,452,-00- 0
miles, of which about 277,000 miles,
or 11.3 per cent, are Improved with
some form of surfacing. The mileage
of surfaced roads Is Increasing at the
rate of about 18,000 miles per annum.
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PERMANENT

SUNLIT

HOUSE

Make Better Accountants,
The high price of fexl As making
better accountants ot our live stock
farmers than they ever were before.
It requires close figuring in the hog
feed yards to come out on
lots and
: '
:
,'
fop,
i--

IS A FINE THING.

Handsome Profit From Flock.
Preparation for Alfalfa.
On land that has been In an early
house, a flocl
If you have a
of good hens, and use proper feedini maturing cultivated crop, such as pomethods and common sense, there ii tatoes, peas, sweet corn, or soy beans,
no reason why your flock should no no other preparation for alfalfa will
be needed than necessary harrowlngs.
pay you a handsome profit for the tlmi
well-bui-

and money invested.

.......
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Silo Solves Problem.- The
silo
helps solve the problem of
v
Best Time io Learn.
, .
Little; Pwnlri(LNeeessary- - . a. profit; froto
When the "resorts of a season'!, making
An old tree that has been systemat-.call- y
land.'
mis
when
will
the
to
are
from
apparent
year
growth
year
pruned
successes are li
require very little pruning to keep it takes, failures and
Road of Borax.
In good bearing condition and at the evidence, is the best time of the whol
One mile of a country road ia Orelearn.
to
same time make it vigorous.
year
gon Is surfaced with borax.
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New Mexico State Record

sion, it is an
commission', and
no possible effort should be spared to secure
its rejection by the senate. Mr. Costigan, the
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
Colorado member of the commission, is an
He cannot be considered as a
FRANK STAPLIN
Managing Editor
and he is not a proper selection
commisEntered at second-clas- s
matter at the pott office as a minority member of a
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, under the Act of sion.
o
March 3, 1879.

constitution and its maintenance as a limita- WWW V W W V T WW WWWWWWWWWW
tion upon the governing power. Its observance UNEDITED LETTERS
in practice is even more important than its
FROM OUR READERS
existence as a tangible document in the archives
of the government, for, if destroyed or even A few letters, and parts of tetters,
repealed, the people could frame and adopt from our readers in various partso" miceuaneous iudK.,n,c.i?' "
,flrfh
sive acquicscene, mar me constitution snaji
De
ignored, they have lost those elements in!,
human character that are necessary to a self-- i MR. STURCES CALLS A
self asserting and
LIE BY ITS RIGHT NAME
resjiecting,

Published by

It came up on motioa of Minority
Leader Pardue. It passed the House

RECAPITULATION

Heroic
unanimously.
lobbying
brought it to a vote in the Senate
OF LEGISLATURE on motion of Baird. Barth called
first voted "No", others voted "No".
There appeared to be not a single
"Yes". Baird's name was called. He
shouted "Lets' do this for Twitch P
(Continued from page one)
It saved the day. Barth changed
hh' the Houts ote on
i'i.rr his vote. " I didn't know that this
seff'age for vcrien an preiHci uili - for Twitch", he said, "1 thought
d
't was for you.
Every one
e'tttors, cons'KUtir.nal amsn-lmntTHE MEXICAN MENACE
bond issues.
It failed by only lowed Berth's example and the bill
Sabcriiiiun to Weekly State Record $1 JO per year
one vote, all members voting, the passed.
o
people.
ballot standing 25 to 24.
Tim wail
For Education's Safe
If serious trouble is not caused to the
toThe most valuable men in public life
at the end of the session. Neenhe-- J The appropriation for tbc Expert
1017
MARCH
16,
in
on
States
FRIDAY,
women kept
I'nited
the near day are those who insist upon government
woriilng.'ment Station at the State College,
by Mexican activities
Santa Fe, N. M March 13, 1917. ess, the
persuading thr.e was omitted from the appropriation
lley succeededand in cne
future, it will not be from lack of ill will or by law who resist every effort to substitute To the Editor of The New Mexican: Jfinorrats
The State College worked
Rcpjo'.vtn bill.
New Mexico:
activity on the part of numerous German government according to the changing whims Daur Sir: Santa Fe,
Spanish American to change their hard to gel $5,000 for it.
THE RAILROAD STRIKE
Rupert
vote from "no" to "yes" in case they F. 'Asplund, who also did telling,
We may
agents or Mexican politicians. All kinds of Lof men intoxicated with power.
In the issue of The Santa Fe New would
o
have
the
bill
UD nersistent. intpl'iirrmt
anil
brought
nrr.f.,1
stories are afloat relating to various schemes sneer at those sticklers for observance of the Mexican under date of March 12,
and it would have passed the work for the University and its ap- 1917
The long threatened railroad strike is ranging from open across the border to the
the heading of "Wit again
House by 28 to 21 on a final show
them as nessesandin under
condemn
We
in
constitutor
In
onrinions
succeeded
may
getting
Case".
the
"Prosecution", down. But it was felt that the the item. State
again promised for Saturday night.
erection of powerful wireless instruments by
College forces be.
We may picture them as appeared the following statement:
nait
was
be
short
to
will
there
believe
time
too
We do not
an lobbying and in order to have
through
get
any
which communication is established by Mexico
"Frank Sturges, Santa Fe RepubBut those
tnr
standing in the path of progress.
lican politician, discharged from New the Senate and therefore the effort impthinor tn rnmnmmii. at--.tion wide railroad strike Saturday night or City with Berlin.
was not made because it would Jiave $10000.
who read American history in its deeper signi Mexican."
$7,500. or
finally
got
They
of other me. $2,500 more than they had
any other night
Among other things it is reported that ficance a generation hence will realize that the The above statemnt is an unmiti- embarrassed the success
measures, as the liquor lob- - ed.
The Tully Good Roads bill,
It is simply a big game of bluff between hundreds of Germans are leaving the Unitand
known
malicious
to
men
lie,
been
those
have
gated
of
true guardians
liberty
by and most of the Spanish Amari- licked into shape by Char'es
two big over fed and over paid aggregations ed States for Mexico.
It is not surprising in who took seriously and literally their.oath to be a lie by every member on the cans were dogged against Woman's finally
Wringer would have failed and so
Mexican
New
the
force
of
the
at
of bullies who want to show the common
suffrage.
of the probability that armed neutrality support and defend the constitution.
would have the Capitol Extension
time, and every member of the ed- Smooth
-bailing for Other Measures hill also finally licked into, 'egal,
P1- in open war in tne near ititure tnat
who
wiu
man
and
itorial
result
the
wrote
o
staff,
j
sPrlnSe, but for '
(in the other hand, some) mea snan.e .bv Vh.r
Whenever it comes to the point where a a,.ge mimbcr 0f Germans in the United
the article knew at the time he. was
o
was ioe,
had much smoother sailing
louuvinw,
writing a deliberate lie with mali- than had
either of them must play ball, there will be States, and under present conditions Mexico
-CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION
ot
"nnnvini?
The
heen anticinated.
Wagner, Conway and
cious intent.
P
needed
secured
the
ap- that
some nanciy consume arounu to stop me game, ;s
Christian
Science Bill, supported
o
.
tl)t, ony pace they can go
None
At the time I severed
my con- however,
wen directed lobby, prupnawuns iur mc cuucmunii
a
by
so neither side ever will play.
presence
New
I
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iess
The
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in
Mexico
be
will
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The New Mexico Cattle & Horse Grow- nections
been defeated by legislature Partment. the rounding out of the
In the meantime the consumer eagerly menace to the United States.
gave Mr. March, the then business after
Some of them
this time went cumtv school unit bill and the
legislature,
conannual
hold
Association
two
their
who
weeks
notice
ers'
which
in
manager,
with bells ringing and flags lowance for traveling expenses for
jumps at the chance of paying a little morejwju consider it to be their patriotic duty to
to get another man, and the busi
Tip
The appropriation to com. county school superintendents.
flying.
freight and devotttcly thanks his guiding star,imaie au t,e trouble thev can. in all the wavs vention in Albuquerque next week, March ness management and myself quit on plcte
the new Building at Santa" Fe, f the !ast minute
they pleaded with
of
terms.
,
the
best
or providence, or some politician, usually the ticv can, for the United States, and they will
Oar'-the
of
Senator
of
the
articles
watchdoe
it had been expected would find
jo, i, and 22 have a creed or
F. P. STURGES.
to
latter, for having saved him from disaster,
enemies, but it never did, being given treasury, to permit the
find ready material for their work among the faith, that
intentions
well for their
speak
place in the appropriation bill from u,m- and finally wrung consent from
The Record does not see where anything .Mexicans who are strongly
If w"
in anil
"ver apnronr.at-nnthe start and at no stage of the
toward SUBMAR1NE BLOCADE
conception of their purpose
is to be
by
gained
putting it off. sentiment.
fierce fitrht over this measure, was that Clark finally clashed with Bur- SPOILED THE EGGS attacked or touched adversely.
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Keepers entry to remain intact as
t V.id
taraVs, reservoirs, ditches, and lencing, value T. 30N.. R 2E9.,
on all deferred ments on thin land consist ofThe improve200 acres. The stallment a. with interests
which
(tS.OO)
Dollars
the
containing
40
is
acre,
per
fencing and
an application to purchase this
ader cantracts ol sale lor th. above
rate of four per cent
'
thereol. In addition there- - crihl
improvements on this land consist ol shed. payments at in the
. (..des- Ib.UUU.
will h.
ground, v. due $250.
tr.ei.
Sale No. 575, SXNWX, SEXSWX Sec 2, well,
advance, payments and in- plowed
annum,
under the coal land laws. Tk. , .pprsised valnc i,.i
i. j...
No bid on the above described tracts
tank and fencing, value $315.00. per
pump
L 1917.
October
1EXNWX Sec. 11, T. 14N., R. 32E.. NX
Sale No. 630, SEXNEX, E)4SEX Sec. 25, terest due on October 1st of each year, nf land will be
he improvement, that exist on the land.
for leas than
Witness my hand and the official seal SWX,
point on wnicn tne dui was
SWXSWX.
WXNWX. SEXNWX, All of Sec. 36, T. SON., R. 31E., contain- and such other conditions, obligations, re- Ten Dollars ($10.00) accepted
Sale No. 712. EX. SXSWX.
NWXSWX of the State
per aere, which is the
Land Office thi. 23rd day wvintH.
bv the supreme court is not 4ec
sec 35, T. isw., R. ing 760 acres. There are no improvements servations and terms aa mav be scant red Appraised value thereof
440 of Jannarv.A. D.. 1917.
nwxstx
and
16, T. 22S., R. 27E., containing
addition the
in
32E.. containina 520 acres,
by law.
There are no on thi. land.
yet known in the office of the com
successful bidder must pay for tbe imcrea,
i ne improvement, on tmn iana
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Each of the tracts aa described herein
improvements on this land.
Sale No. 631, WX, WXNEX, Lot 1 Sec.
on
land
missioner of public lands out copies onsist ol fencing, value $375.00. No bid will
the
the
at
Commissioner of Public Lands.
appraisprovements
Sale No. 576, Lot 4 Sec
NWX Sec.
NX, NXSX,
SEXSEX Sec. S. All of will be offered separately.
ed valne, in cash or certified exchange at
accepted on the above described tract
of the. decision are expected soon.
State ol New Mexico. Lots 1, 2, Sec 5, EXNEX. !,SWXNEX. SEX4, 4,
Sec. 6, NX Sec. 7, NWXNWX Sec 8, T.
or less than $16.9 per acre, which is nrst
New
The
of
Commissioner
aale.
of
Public
Lands
of
the
time
the
2s.
117,
January
NWX Sec. 9, SWXNWX Sec. 10, EXNEX, .TON., R. 32E, NEX, EXNWXJSec
15, T. Mexico,
he appraised valuv, and in addition there-- o Last Publication March
or his agent holding ancb male,
The above sale of lands will be subject
30, 1917.
SWXNEX, SXNWX, NXSEX. SEXSEX JIN., R. 30E., NWXSEX, NEXSWX. SX reserves the riirht
the successful bidder anvst nay for the
to reiect anv and all to the following terms and condifiona, vis:
De.igrnat Additional Land.
Sec 19, T. 14N.,
EX SWX Sec 3, NEXSEX Sec. 4. NWXNEX. bids offered at said aale. Possession nrvder Tne successful
SEXNEXV
32E.,
land.
the
exist
on
Thi.
that
b:dder must pay to the
Sec. 30. WXNEX. SEX SXNEX. SEX Sec 8, EX. SWX. SXNWX contracts of sale for the above described
SEX, SWXSEX
The land offices' have been noti- approvements
301 acre, ol irrigable
ract consist.
Commissioner of Public Lands, or hia agent
NEX. NWX, NXSWX.
NXSEX, SEXSEX Sec 9. All ol Sec 10. WX, SEX Sec. 11, tracts will be given on or before October holding such sale,
STATE OP NEW MEXICO.
of the price
fied that Secretary of the Interior and and 239 acre, of noa-irgable land.
Sec. 2$, NXNEX
Sec. 29, SEXNEX? EX EX, NWX. NXSWX Sec 16, NXNEX Sec.
minimum price on the irrigable land
offered by him for the land; 4 per cent
Lane has designated an additional Tne
SEX. SXSWX Sec. 33, SWXNWX, SWX 17, T. 31N., R. 31E., containing
5070.64
NOTICE
.
FOR PUBLICATION
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
$25 per acre and the sninimasa
for the balance of each
on
in
interest
advance
price
SWX Sec. 34, T. 15N.. R. 32E., containing acres.
461,800 acres in New Mexico as subThe improvement, on thi. land
he
Commissioner of Public Land a.
land is $10 per acre snak
purchase price; the fees for advertising
1.800.98 acres.
There are ao isnnrovementa consist of house,
PUBLIC LAND SALS
well, windmill, pumping
State of New Mexico, and appraisement and all costs incidental
ng the averaae minimum price on the
ject to entry under the 320-ac- re
on thi. land.
$5483.40.
value
a
at si usar
plant,
$16.16.
tract
to tbe aale herein, and each and all of
ntire
s.b
uuiimiivn
171a,
17,
No designations The sale ol the above
act.
-- L Sale
homestead
No. 577. SXSX See. Jt, NXNEX.
Sale No. 632. SEXNEX. NXSEX. NEX Last Publication April 6,j 1917.
said amounts, must be deposited in cash
CURRY COUNTY.
land, willcondi-'ion-be
T.
Section
WXNWX
R. SWX Sec 7, T. SON.. R. 33E., containing
35,
UN..
have been made as yet under the subject to the following term,
or
and
certified exchange at the time of aale.
320 acrea
.,
160 acrea.
The
on
The
640-ac- re
this
land
containing
improvement,
improvebidder
and
which
The
all
it
vie:
.wcccslol
snuet
said
but
and
Office
amounts
homestead act,
it
of the Commissioner of Public Lands, ment, on thi. land eonaiat oi shack aad consist ol
STATE Or NEW MEXICO
well, windmill, taak and ieacing.
them are subject to forfeiture to the State
to the Commissioner of Public Lands,
new Mexico, January 2), 1917.
santa
re,
understood that practically a'.l the any
value $75.
a:ue sjBa.uu,
vr hi. .gent holding such .ale, one-tennew
Mexico
m fencing,
doe
1. herebv ariven that nt,...a.
oi
it
the
Notice
successful
bidder
Sale No. 578. SEXNWX Sec. 3. NEXNEX. Sile No. 633, SXNEX. NXSEX Sec 27,
lands now designated as subject to A the price altered by hisn for the sand; the proviaions ol an Act of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
not execute a contract within thirty dav
ap- SXSEX. SEXSWX Sec. 11, NEXNWX Sec. T.
R. 33E., containing 160 acres. There
after it has been mailed to him by the
act will
ser cent interest in advance of smeh proved June 20, 1910, the law. Congress,
of the State 12, T. 20N., R. 32E., SXSWX Sec 4, SXSEX are 3CN.,
entry under the 320-ac- re
this
Isnd.
no
on
improvements
PUBLIC LAND SALE
State Land Office, aaid contract to nro-vimmA
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New
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price;
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T.
33
R.
Sec
400
No.
634.
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Sec
Sale
29,
E., containing
NEXNWX
30N.,
for the payment of the balance of tba
tad appraisement and .11 com. incidental rotations of the State Land Office, the acre..
The improvement, oa this land R. 34E., containing 40 acrea There are
act.
price of aaid tract of land in thirty
pnrchaae
GUADALUPE
COUNTY.
none laaas win oner
ot fencing, valve S4P,
..ni.Nuiii
no improvements on this land.
aid ssiosjts n..t be aepositesl in cash at
equal, annual payments,, with intcreat oa
PuMk Sale to the higheM bidder at onsi.t
No. 579. SWU See. 14. NKNWti.
Sale
No. 635. SEXSEX Sec. 30, NEXNEX
Sale
all
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payments at the rate of loan?
Office
ir
Commissioner
of
c
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successful T:
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toirli of' her beside him and

tin- - soli-

tude of the country roads got In his
blood, and he bent toward her, she
found' no encouragement In his words:
"I am mad about you tonight."
She took her courage In her hands:
"Then, why give me up for someone

;

Mary Roberts Rinehart

power,

for the police. He looked at his watch. rounds at six o'clock to waken the
this nurses, her voice was always amiable,
So she found him in the hull, holding
Another car. Perhaps It was the a cup of tepid coffee. He was old and
doctor. A young man edged his way bleary, unmistakably dirty, too but
he hud divined Sidney's romance,
Into the hall and confronted him.
"Coffee
Forme?" She was astoa
"Two people Just urrlveU here. A
man and a woman In white. Where Ished.
"Get It down."
are they?"
So she finished It, not without anxi
"Upstairs first bedroom to the
ety that she might be needed. But
right.
Joe went up the staircase. At the duddy's attentions were for few, and
top, on the landing, he confronted Wil- not to be lightly received.
"Cun you stand a piece of bad
son. He fired at him without a word
saw him Ming up his arms and fall news?"
Strangely, her first thought was of
hack, striking first the wall, then the

Tltp hopelessness of her situation The doctor ought to be there by
was dawning on her. Even when the time.

!

:

'
Ills boyishness annoyed Curlnfta. would come out. Everything would be bathed her face la cold water to rouse
herself.
She did not want the situation to get gone. Schwlttea's, of all places!
The night watchman was In the hall.
At the foot of the stairs, Schwltter
out of Iiniid. Moreover, what wn so
real--fo- r
her was only' too plainly a pulled himself together. After all, the He was fond of Sidney; she always
lark for hlml Sho began to doubt her girl was only 111. There was nothing smiled at him; and, on his morning

else-?- "

j

different."

"That's

CHAPTER XX.

things realjy stood between them.
"I'm iiirry, Carlotta, It's impossible.
I'm engaged to marry someone else."
"Sidney Page?" almost a whisper.
"Yes."
He was ashamed at the way she
took the news. If she had stormed or
wept, he would have known what to
do. I nt she sut still, .not speaking.
"You must have expected It, sooner
or Inter."
Slid she made no reply. He thought
she might faint, and looked at her
anxiously. Her profile, indistinct beside
tit, looked while and drawn, lint
Carlotta was not fainting. She was
making u desperate plan. If their esanie known, it would end
capade
things between Sidney and him. She
was sure of Hint. She needed time to
think it out. It must become known
without any apparent move on her
part. If, for instance, she became ill,
ami was away from the hospital all
night, that might answer. The thing
would be investigated, and who knew
The car turned In at Schwitter's
road and drew up before the bouse.
The narrow porch was filled with small
tallies, above which bung rows of electric lights Inclosed In Japanese paper
lanterns. Midweek, which had found
the While Springs hotel almost deserted, saw Si'hwltters' crowded tables set
out tinder the trees. Seeing the crowd,
Wilson drove directly to the yard and
parked his machine.
"No need of running any risk," he
explained to the still figure beside him.
"We can walk back and take a table
under the trees, away from those Infernal lanterns."
She reeled a little as he helped her
out.
"Not sick, are you?"
"I'm dizzy. I'm all right."
She looked white. He felt a stab
of pity for her. She leaned rather
heavily on him as they walked toward
the house. The faint perfume that
had almost intoxicated him, earlier,
vaguely Irritated him now.
At the rear of the house she shook
off his arm and preceded him around
the building. She chose the end of the
porch as the place In which to drop,
and went down like a stone.
There was a moderate excitement.
The visitors at Schwitter's were too
much engrossed with themselves to be
much , interested. She opened her eyes
almost ns soon as she fell to forestall
any ttsfs; she was shrewd enough to
know, that Wilson would detect her
malingering very quickly and begged
to be. taken Into the house.
"I feel very ill," she said, and her
white face bore her out.
Schwlfter and Wilson carried her
In and up the stairs to one of the
The little man was twittering
rooms.
He bad n horror of
wllli anxiety.

Continued.

16

Joe swlilwily announced his
to (in out Into the country

When
f

i

i

i

ii runt' to
lifter till, I.I' MoWlC Sllspei-tl'lyi'l riil of liim. mill insisted on going
llli'llg. ,llii' ronsi'llli'll grudgingly.
"Car's nt lit y'M garage," In' said
sullenly. "I don't know when I'll get
hack."
'That won't nintti'i'." K.'s tone was
' Tin not
i lii'i'i'l'iil.
sleeping, anyhow."
Tlnil passed ii ii m ii ici until llioy
won' on llio highroad, wllli tin.' nil'
running muooiIiIj- lii'twi'i'ii yellowing
lli'liln of wheat. Thou :
"So you've got II too!" he sniil.
"llVrr ii lino pair of fools. We'd liolli
ho lii'tli'i- oil' if I .sent the car over a
haul;."
lie gave tile wheel n reckless twist,
ami Le .Mnynt' culled liim to time
sternly.
They lind supper nt tlio White
Springs hotel not on the terrace, hut
in the Utile room where Cnrlottu and
Wilson had taken their first nieul together. Joe siilunitted wiih hail grace,
lillt (he meal cheered and steadied
lit in. K. found liiiu more iimenahle to
reason, and, gaining his confidence,
learned of his desire to leave the city.
"I'm stuck here," he said. "I'm the
only one, and mother yells blue niur-le- r
when I talk about It. I want to go
to Culm. My uncle owns a farm down
I here."
"Perhaps 1 tun talk your mother
over. I've been there."
Joe was all Interest. Ills dilated pupils became more normal, his restless
hands crew quiet. K.'s even voice, the
picture he drew of life on the Island,
tin.' stillness of the little hotel in its
midweek dullness, seemed to quiet the
lioy's tortured nerves. lie was nearer
to peace than lie had been for many
days. Hut be smoked Incessantly, lighting one cigarette from another.
At ten o'clock lie left K. and went
for the car. He paused for n moment,
rather sheepishly, by K.'s chair.
"I'm feeling u lot better," he said. "I
haven't got the hand around my head.
You talk to mother."
That whs the last K, saw of Joe
Druiiiniond until the next day.
1

i

I

-

CHAPTER XXI.
Carlotta had set the hour for meeting Wilson lit nine, when the late tins :
of summer bad fallen; nnd she. met
liim then, siUIIng, a faintly perfumed
white figure, slim und young, with a
thrill in her voice that was only half
iissiimed,
"It's very hue," he complained.
"Surely you are not going to be buck
nt ten."
"I huve special permission to be out
lute."
"Good !" And then, recollecting their
new situation: "vVe have a lot to talk
over. It will take time."
At the White Springs hotel they
stopped to till the gasoline tank of the
car. Joe liniiiiiiii.ini saw Wilson there,
in the sheet-Irogarage alongside of
I he road.
The Wilson car was in the
shadow. It did not occur to Joe that
the white ligure in the car was not
Sidney. He went rather white, nnd
stepped out of the .one of light. The
inlliiini'e of Le Moyne was still on
him, however, and he went on quietly
Willi what he was doing. Hut bis bands
He
shook as lie filled the radiator.
liud been an ass; Le Moyne was right.
to
Culm
be
if
could
He'd get away
nnd start over again. He would forget
the Street and let It forget him:
The men in the garage were talking
"To Schwitter's, of course," one of
lliein grumbled.
"That was Wilson, the surgeon in
town.. He used to come here.' Now
he goes on to Schwitter's. Pretty girl
lie bad witli him."
So Max Wilson was taking Sidney to
Schwitter's, making her the butt of
garage talk! The smiles of the' men
were evil. Joe's hands grew cold, his
liead hot. A red mist spread between
liim and the line of electric lights. He
knew. Schwitter's, and he knew Wilson. When K growing uneasy, came
out Into the yard, lie was in time!to
ee Joe run his car into the road and
turn it viciously toward Schwitter's.
Cnrlotta's nearness was having Its
calculated effect on Mux Wilson,' His
spirits rose as the engine, marking
perfect time, carried them .along the
quiet roads.
'
Partly It was reaction relief that
she should he so reasonable, so
plaisirit and a sort of holiday neplrft
oitter .he .day's hard;workr;';t)fli'j.
enough, and not so Irrational" as.jna-jthfi.
appear,. .Sidney formed n
jvutu.
evenings happiness ui
.Wpi;vtJiatV:back In thVlecture ropm?
yes flirt even mind' bri the lecturer,
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"I Am Mad About You Tonight."

knockout drops and the police. They
her hat beside
laid , her, on.
her : and Wilson, stripping down the
,lon.g sleeve, of her glove, felt her pulse.
'There-- ' a doctor In the next town,"
sard Selrwltter.
"I sent 'for-- him a
wdfe's not Very .'well."
wliil.jigar-rwy- :
the-bed- ,

4. doctor-.-"

-

-

...--

'ing
''

the-(re-

door-behln-

clPSed-.:Thf-

looking.

hekJo-Galtta,..tood-

'HVmtrttdyo.

mean by:

daJng.-thii-

t?

br fmfhap-frfnes- YouwWffVicrmore faint WfaD- -t am."-- he made the most of his
She closed her eyes.
"I don't remember. Everything went
freedom. He sang a little In
tils clear tenor even, once when they black. The lanterns "
tad glowed down at a crossing, bent He crossed the room deliberately
over audaciously and kissed Carlotta'a and went out, closing the door behind
Aand tn the full glare of a passing him. He saw at once where he stood
In what danger. If she Insisted that
fraln.
she was ill and unable to go back,
"How reckless of you!"
there would be a fuss,' i 'lbs story
"I & to &e reckless," be replied.
So, with Sidney "the DasTi
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message about Wilson; and because
be was not very keen at, the best, and
because the news was so startling, he
refused to credit his ears.
"Who is this at the 'phone?"
"Le Moyne's my name. Get Dr. Ed
Wilson at once. Doctor Wilson, the
surgeon, lias been shot," came slowly
and distinctly. "(Jet the staff here and
have a room ready. Get the operatiug
room ready, too."
The Lamb wakened then, and roused
the house. He was incoherent, rather,
so that Doctor Ed only learned the
truth when be got to the hospital.
"Who lias been shot? I thought you

j

K.

"There has been nu accident. Doc
tor Wilson"
"Which one?"
It
"Doctor Max has been hurt.
ain't much, but I guess you'd like to
know It."
"Where is. be?"
"Downstairs, in seventeen."
the
So she went down alone t
room where Doctor Ed sat In a chair
with his untidy bag beside him on the
floor, und his eyes fixed on a straight
figure on the bed. When he saw Sidney, he gi)t up und put his arms around
her. His eyes told her the truth before he told her anything. She hardly
listened to' wiint he said. The fact
was all that concerned her for suddenly Sidney's small world, which had
always sedately revolved in one direction, began to move the other way.
The door opened, nnd the staff camp
In. I'.ut where before they had moved
heavily, with dropped heads, now they
came quickly, as men with a purpose.
There was a tall man In a white coa
with them. He ordered them about

said"

The Lamb turned pale at that, and
braced himself.
"I'm sorry I thought you understood. I believe it's not not serious.
It's Doctor Max, sir."
Doctor Ed, who was heavy and not
very young, sat dowu on an office chair.
Out of sheer habit he had brought the
bag. He put it down on the iioor beside him, and moistened his lips.
"Is he living?"
"Oh, yes, sir. I gathered that Mr.
Le Moyne did not think it serious."
lie lied, und Doctor Ed knew he lied.
The Lamb stood by the door, and
Doctor Ed sat and wuited. The office
clock said half after three. The bag
with the dog collar In it was on the
Moor.
He thought of many things, but
mostly of the promise he hud made his
mother. Cold beads of sweat stood
out on liis forehead.
"I think I hear them now, sir," said
the Lamb, und stood back respectfully
to let him puss out of the door.
Carlotta stayed in the room during
the consultation. No one seemed to
wonder why she was there, or to pay
any attention to her. The staff was
stricken. They moved back to make
room for Doctor Ed beside the bed,
and then closed In ngain.
Carlotta waited, her hand over her
mouth to keep herself from screaming.
Surely they wouldn't let him die like
that! When she saw the phalanx
break up and realized they would not
operate, she ran from the room.
The staff went hopelessly down the
stairs to the smoking room, and
smoked. It was all they could do.
The night assistant sent coffee down
to them, nnd they drank it. Doctor
Ed stayed in his brother's room, and
said to his mother, under his breath,
that he'd tried to do his best by Max,
and that from now on it would be up
to her.
K. had brought the Injured man In.
The country doctor, on the way In, had
taken It for granted that K. was a
medical man like himself, and had
placed his hypodermic case at his disposal.
When he missed him In the smoking room, that was he asked for him.
"I don't see the chap who enme In
with us," he said. "Clever fellow. Like
to know his name.
The staff did not know.
K. sat nlone on a bench In the hall.
He wondered who would tell Sidney;
he hoped they would be very gentle
with her. He did not want to go home
nnd leave her to what she might have
to face. There was a chance she would
ask for him. He wanted to be near,
in that case. The night watchman
went by twice and stared at him. At
last he asked K. to mind the door until he got some coffee. "
"One of the staff's been hurt," he
explained. "If I don't get some coffee now, I won't get any."
K. promised to watch the door.
A desperate thing had occurred to
she had not
Somehow,
Carlotta.
thought of it before. Now she wondered bow she could have failed to
think of it. She went to the staff and
confronted them. They were men of
courage, only declining to undertake
what they considered hopeless work.
The one man among them who might
have done the thing with any chance
Not one
of success lay stricken.
among them but would have given of
his best only his best was not good
enough.
"It would be the Edwardes operation, wouldn't It?" demanded Carlotta.
There
The staff was bewildered.
were no rules to cover such conduct
on the part of a nurse. One of them
replied rather heavily: "If any, it
would be the Edwardes operation."
"Would Doctor Edwardes himself
be able to do anything?"
This was going a little far.
"Possibly. One chance In a thousand, perhaps. mit Edwardes Is dead.
HoW did this thing happen. Miss Har'
',.
rison?
his question. Her face
wjls ghastly,, saw? for the- trace of
rouge; "her eyes ;'wee
'Doctor.' ' BflvardeMS Sitting on I
bench' .Jn t&i 't&jWBi0$ l...sh$ an;
..:..
npunced.
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Largest Bank's Deposit.
of deposit accounts
in tbe World's largest banks at the end
of 1915 shows that tbe Imperial bank
of Russia stands first, the bank of England second, the London City and Midland third, Lloyd's bank of London
fourth, the. Deutsche bank of Berlin
fifth," the Imperial bank of Germany,
sixth, the London county and Westminster seventh, the National City
bank of New York eighth and thf
bank of France ninth.
A computation
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Franciscan missionaries
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the United States, baring been home
to a line of 99 governors under four
different flags. It Is now the beautiful
museum of New Mexico, with wonderful exhibits and mural pnlntlngs
that have made It world famous.
It Is also the headquarters of the
School of American Research, one of
five schools maintained by the Archaeological Institute of America, chartered by congress and maintaining
schools nt Jerusalem, Athens, Rome
and Peking, In addition to the school
at Santa Fe.
The school has resulted also in the
establishment of an artist colony of a
score or so of painters of national and
International renown, headed by Robert Henri, most noteworthy of the modern American School of Painting.
Quite a number of authors, poets,
dramatists and musicians also make
the palace their rendezvous, thus giving Santa Fe a certain claim to being
called the Athens of the Southwest.

and 20 of his friends gave $30,000
more. Mr. Springer also gave his noted Beauregard collection of paintings
and the series of six St. Francis mural
paintings.
The new building has 40,000 square
feet of floor space. Its auditorium can
be made to accommodate 1,400 people. Its art galleries will be among
the best lighted in the country. The
interior architecture and finishings are
In conformity with the ancient Pueblo
and Franciscan mission style, with
huge celling beams, beautifully carved
and colored corbels, quaint and picturesque as the Alhambra. In fact,
some of the carvings can be traced
back to patterns by the Moors Of a
thousand years ago, the original settlers of Santa Fe coming from south
ern Spain where they had been In contact with the Moors for centuries.
Old Palace of Governors.
The Palace of Governors across the
way is the most historic building In

NEW CLIFF DWELLINGS UNEARTHED
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languor at- tending-th- e
ifullness .of . prosperity.
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&er"ob,fp'tffi&'(,? hp hef When the heart has no more to WishJt
H,k.atitu(4
and tatee his
ya Wua. aver iis .wsBtiisions bdu. uje.
resigned. The thing bad come, energy of the soul goes out like a flam
He was to take np the old bur- that has no more to devour. Young.
then
den. The girl had told.
Talent of Success.
Doctor Ed had sent for Sidney. She
The talent of success la nothing
thought it was another operation, and more than doing what you can do
her spirit was Just a little weary. But well : and doing well whatever you do:
her courage waa indomitable! She r without
thought of fame. Longfei- .onced-heshoes on her tired- feet, and tnv.
...
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The state has erected

public museum

-
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HE NEW museum, art gallery and St. Francis auditorium that Is being built
by the state of New Mexico and the School of
American Research at the
state capital, Santa Fe, is
under roof, and is to be
dedicated the first week
in August wan u apuu- ylsh und Indian fiesta and historic
pageant tbat are to eclipse anything
hitherto given In that line In the West.
The building Is architecturally one of
the most remarkable public structures
In the United States and in museum
buildings has no counterpart. It Is In
the purest New Mexico mission style,
which was evolved by the Franciscan
missionaries 300 years ago out of the
Pueblo architecture, the only indigenous type of architecture In the United
States. It reproduces In Its outlines
the famous Acomn, Cochlti, San Felipe,
Pecos and Lagiinu missions, each of
which is from 100 to 150 years older
than the oldest missions In California,
He Fired at Him Without a Word.
dating back 300 years and more.
Fine Art Gallery.
like children, nnd they hastened to do
his will. The heaviness of Inactivity
The city of Santa Fe donated the
lifted. The room buzzed. The nurses site for the new building, being on a
stood by, while the staff did nurses' corner of the main plaza of the town
and across the street from the historic
work.
It was the Lamb, after all, who Palace of the Governors, built 14 years
brought the news to Sidney. The new before the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth
activity had caught Doctor Ed, and Rock. The state of New Mexico made
she was ulone now, her face burled a preliminary appropriation of $30,- 000. Frank Springer of Las Vegas
against the back of a chair.
"There'll be something doing now,
Miss Page," he offered.
"What ure they going to do?"
Do you
"Going nfter the bullet.
know who's going to do It?"
His voice echoed the subdued excitement of the room excitement and
Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, ethnologist
new hope.
In the Smithsonlnn Bureau of Ameri(TO BE CONTINUED.)
can Ethnology, who returned recently
from his field work in the Mesa Verde
FROM EMERIC
TO AMERICA National
Park, Colorado, reports that
bis work has revealed for the first
This Country's Name Can Be Traced time a new type of prehistoric buildto Hungarian Prince Who Lived
ing possibly over COO years old a
In the Eleventh Century.
pueblo, commonly defined as a terraced
community building, not attached to
The transformations thnt take place a cliff but constructed In the open.
In a name, ns It passes through differDuring the past few years, the Smltfi- ent languages, can only be accounted sonlnn
with
Institution, in
for by carelessness In transmission. the
of the interior, has
department
One would scarcely expect the name of directed the excavation and
repair of
Emeric, the name of a pious Hunga- several prehistoric ruins In the Mesa
rian prince of the eleventh century, Verde national park, among them the
who wits mnde a saint, to tnke the "Sun
Temple," excavated by Doctor
form of Amerigo In Italian, and of Fewkes last year, walch proved a
The
Amory and Emery in English.
example of aboriginal building
name in German, but little changed unique
specialized for religious purposes, and
from the original, is Emmerich. This "Spruce Tree House," end "Cliff Palobscure Hungarian saint has been a ace," characteristic cliff dwellings of
person of consequence In this world, the culture of the early dwellers.
for from his name has come that of
The building excavated last summer
this great continent. In the fifteenth forms one of what is known as the
century, in the Italian form of Ameri- Mummy Lake group of mounds which
go, it was bestowed upon an Italian might be termed a type locality, for It
navigator surnamed Vespucci, nnd this seems representative of a considerable
continent, by a still further mutilation region. According to Doctor Fewkes
of the name, came to be known as the area now comprising Arizona,
America. When King Stephen of Hun- Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico was
gary was choosing a name for his son Inhabited, In prehistoric times, by Inhe could scarcely have- Imagined thnt dians similar to those of any other
the name chosen was to be the parent region of North America, but their
of the word America, and thtat poor dwellings were very different. This
old Christopher Columbus was thereby
unique territory, therefore bears the
to be despoiled of a recognition that name "Pueblo culture area." It is the
Is far from being compensated for by
the term Columbia. November 4 U
POSTSCRIPTS
St Emeric's feast day.
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"Why Is It different? I am a woman. I I love you, Max. No one else
McClure
publications, lao.)
ICupyritilit, by
will, ever care as I do."
"You are in love with the Lamb!"
"Tluit was a trick. I am sorry, floor.
Dr. Max Wilson pays a
Mux.' I don't care for anyone else In
The buzz of conversation on the
the world. If you let me go I'll want porch suddenly ceased. Joe put his
heavy penalty for his faithto die."
revolver In his pocket ami went quilessness to Sidney. Car-lot- ta
Then, ns he was silent:
etly dowu the stairs. The crowd part"If you'll marry me, I'll be true to ed to let him through.
Harrison's influence
Carlotta, crouched In her room, lisyou all my life. I swear It. There
once again shows its charwill be nobody else, ever."
tening, not daring to open the door,
The sense, if not the words, of what heard, the sound of a car as It swung
acter. Sidney is deeply inhe had sworn to Sidney that Sunday out into the road.
volvedand the whole hard
afternoon under the trees, on tills very
CHAPTER XXII.
road
Swift shame overtook liim, that
truth about K. LeMoyne
lie should be here, that he had allowed
comes out.
Ciirlotta-tIt was the Lamb who received the
remain in Ignorance of how
'

New Mexico's "Gain odral of

Doctor Fewkes.says that there is every reason to believe that there were
formerly ns many buildings of this
kind as there were cliff dwellings in
the canyons, practically about one hundred of them.
They seem to have
been arranged In groups surrounding
or near Mummy lake, an artificial depression surrounded by an encircling
ridge or wall, and undoubtedly used
as a reservoir both for drinking and
irrigation waters.
The mound chosen to be excavated
stands near the Government road at
the southwest corner of the group
area, nnd only a few steps from the
rim of Soda canyon. "It might well
be called 'Far View House,' " says the
excavator, "since the southern outlook
is very fine, and from the upper rooms
four states, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado, may be seen."
When the building was excavated
forty domiciliary rooms nnd four circular, ceremonial kivas were found on
The forms were
the ground floor.
mainly two stories In height, the raft-ter- s
of the lower floors forming the
beams for the second, and extending
along the north, east and west sides
of the main building. A row of rooms
to the north of one klva shows evidences of a third story, which would
probably have brought the original
number of rooms to over fifty. To the
south is a great court supposed to have
been a dance plaza, and still inclosed
by the remnants of a wall.

only aboriginal culture area where
builders have determined the name,
being distinguished from all others
mainly by architectural characteristics, although the agricultural fact
that these forebears of the American
Indian' possessed maize or Indian corn
aids In establishing their peculiarities.
"The Immigrant clans that first peopled the Southwest built neither cliff
dwellings nor pueblos," says Doctor
Fewkes, "consequently this style of
dwelling originated exactly where we
now find them.
"When man first entered the Southwest he knew little of the advantages
of stone as n building material, for he
built his. hut of mud, and sticks, or
possibly skins of animals. The North
American Indian became a stone mason as a result of a life In cliffs, and
nowhere outside of the Southwest were
buildings constructed of stone by the
aborigines of the section north of
Mexico. The prehistoric masonry In
this region Is a development which occurred before the advent of the white
man. And yet, no European ever saw
an Inhabited cliff dwelling on the Mesa
Verde, and no article of European
manufacture has ever been found in
the undisturbed debris of the rooms."
AH of which shows that these early
dwellings were abandoned before the
Spanish conquest
Concerning the new type of dwelling
just unearthed from Its deep cover of
earth, rock, debris, and sagebrush.
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That Letter to Mall.
At five years old camels ore fit to
"Subster is a perfect husband."
work, but their strength begins to
he was so wonderdecline at twenty-fiv- e
"I never-hear- d
years, although
Oxygen apparatus that can be car
ful."
live to be forty.
usually
they
,
invent-been
has
In
a
man's
ried
pocket
"Well, every time he sees a mnil
cuttlefish or devil fish
The
td in France for reviving gaa vicbox he feels in his pockets."? Buffalo
coast
suckers
with
Greek
Intact,
of
tbe
tims.
Durallum is the name given in Ger- - looks like a football. The shredded Exchange.
'
tennany to several light but tough al- part is more tempting than the
Nothing Particular. .
"
loys in which aluminum plays tbe tacles.,
Mrs. Benham What sort of looking
After extensive experiments a Livthief part,.
The atmosphere of Zululand Is so erpool inventor has developed a prod- woman is she?
Benham Oh, I don't know ; she haa
dear that, it is said objects can be uct from seaweed for the .manufacture
seen by starlight at distance of sev- of nortlnflammable motion picture one of those, standard faces, with
'
.' ,.,''."
mouth, nose, eyes, etc
,
films. .'en miles, . .
l,
tprtoise sneii, ana , Railway traffic In' Spain. Is to be
Seemed Away Off.
celluloid ' are -- needed In Catania, placed jiinder 'tKe.confrp bt, committees
Mrs. Styles What's the matter with
of fttfchdcH headed by the director general, of- the
that tenor tonight?
Una.'
public workA.,..
;
reaiaftu(f - strltm. h' -The Wora carDeC. was. In later me- - . Mr. Styles-rWegg um
tamaie
jeenii dleval 6m?4sfa. to .describe? draperies L fHa seems . toJie.'way pTf."'
"Well, .you-- were . probably ,loojdng
well as the' stuffs. A'fclccoyered
makaaCenus-wmgnatttoJ its
w f : through thetjopera, glasses, the . wrong
tfoors ttfl teat"
'
When arranging flowers In vases, put way."
japan's most expert wrestlers are
men who have Inherited their ability one grain of permanganate of potash In
One Is Enough.
from ancestors who made wrestling the water; It will then keep perfectly
"Does your, husband worry about the
sweet and fresh.
a profession for generations.
Paris plans to obtain 300,000 elec- grocery bilir
Lean pork strips are
"No ; he says there's no sense In both
without salt In Spain. Deer, buffalo, trical horsepower by damming the
the grocer worrying ovel
cariboo, bear, goat and tuna meat U River Rhone at s point 300 miles from himself and
the same bill." .
the city. .
preserved In much tbe same way. ;
sun-drie- d
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th' Increased Cost

A

discussion
highly lllumlnatln'
closed th' monthly meetln' o' th' Commercial Club, last night at K. of P.
hall, when th' question "Do Modern
Business Methods Justify th Increased
Cost o' Llvln'?" wuz debated. Uncln
Ez Pash defended th' uncovered prune
barrel, while Tell Blnkley championed
th' new order o' things. After callin'
th' attention t' th' cost o' publicity,
th' expense o' lnstallln' fixtures an'
maintaining delivery system an' other
things essential t' conductin' a modern business Institution Mr. Blnkley
took a drink o' water an' continued,
sayln' :
"T'nlght as I stand here my memory
Is wafted back thro' th' mist o'
years
t th ole time 'grocery an' queenswnre'
establishment that only 'washed Its
windows when ther wuz goln' t' be a
perade th' ole family provision store
with Its
dried apples an'
mackerel natartorlum that wuz a

of LiviiV?

he used for cool oil, If you got too fer
from th' scales he sold nt catch weight.
If th' raisins appeared t' be alive he
set 'em In th' sun. Stationed at ever'
r
In his store wuz a
pop'lar
wooden box full o' sawdust fer th' con
venleuce o' terbaeker chewers. When
we think o' th' open dried apple bin o'
ylsterday we realize how fer we've
traveled. If dried apples cost a trifle
more than they did durln' th' recon
structlon period we must remember
that th' care nn' treatment accorded
them t'duy, when ther surrounded by
ever' safeguard, Is 5,700 per cent bet
ter.
"Who has fergotten th' ole dusty
grocery show case on th' left hand
side o' th' door as you entered? Stick
candy, tallow candles, gum drops,
combs, licorice root, Are kindlers, lamp
wicks, mnrshmallows, suspenders, beeswax, citrons an' liniment all on th'
friendliest terms o' equality!
We're
all supposed t' eat a pound o' dirt in
stop-ove-

Few Decades Ago Ever' Feller Who Went Home In th' Evenin' Wuz
Carryin' a Sack o' Flour or a New Broom, or Some Petrified Dried
Peaches, or a Can o' Kerosene With a Potato on th' Spout, or a Loaf o'
Bread, or a Pound o' Butter That Could Easily Be Distinguished in
th' Dark."
fer ever'
pop'lar swlmmln'
pool
winged germ carrier that chanced f
come Its way. When we loaf thro' th
modern groceiy with Its appetizin' atmosphere, its tastefully arranged
wares sanitary arrangements, temptln'
window displays, blonde cashier, quick
delivery an' correct scales we should
not be surprised that a few staples
cost a penny or two more than they
did when th' average grocer should
have been keepln' n livery stable. A
few decades ago ever' feller who went
borne In th' evenin' wuz carryin' a
sack o' flour, or a new broom, or some
petrified dried peaches, or a can o'
kerosene with a potato on th' spout,
or a lonf o' bread, or a pound o' butter that could easily be distinguished
In th dark.
"Th' ole time grocer even used th'
same quart measure fer sorghum that

a life time, but how our grandfathers
escaped under two tons Is n mystery.
"With th' passin' o' th ole time grocery passed th' practice o' dickerln' an'
quibbliu'. A feller used t' go In u grocery an' say, 'I'd like to trade you out 6'
some codfish if we kin make a dicker.'
An' then, th' flgurin' an' bargainln'
would begin, th' transaction often
th' better part of a day. Now
th' prices are fixed an' you kin either
take th' codfish or leave It alone.
Ever'buddy used t' buy souethin' like
they wuz tradln' hosses. Th' grocer
asked what he thought he could git,
nn' th consumer offered whnt he
thought he'd take.
"Th" feller who complains about th'
way modern business Is conducted
should be made t' spend one whole
week at th' only hotel In Hamlet, In- dlanny.'

Opportunity Knocks Lots of Times
OPPORTUNITY
"Master of human destinies am I!
Fame, love and fortune on my footsteps
wait.
Cities and fields I walk; I penetrate
Deserts and seas remote, and passing by
Hovel and mart and palace soon
or late.
I knock unbidden once at every gate!
If sleeping, wake If feasting, rise before
I turn away. It Is the hour of fate,
And they who follow me reach every state
Mortals desire, and conquer every foe
Save death; but those who doubt or hesitate.
Condemned to failure, penury and woe,
Beek me In vain and uselessly Implore.
I answer not, and I return no more.
John James Ingalls.

ther first opportunity. Ez 'Pnsh hasn'
done nnythlng since th' time he could
have bought th' ground where th
Stntehouse stands fer a song. I don't
believe opportunity ever met anybuddy
that loafed around waltln' fer It. Some
fellers are too lazy t' git up when opportunity enters, nn' lots o' us make
It a point t' be out.
Opportunity may only knock once
with some certain proposition, but It'll
be back lots o' times with somethln'
It's been th' sayln' fer years that op- else. So th' thing t' do is t' plug along
portunity only knocks once, nn' yet lots an' be available.
o' us have gone t' tV door a hundred
Ole Kill's Tumor says opportunity
times alius either broke er afraid t' did not knock nt his gate till he wuz

It Don't Guarantee nothin'. It Jist Says: 'Y Quit th' Livery Stable an' Take
That Job'at th' Saw Mill,' er, 'You Buy Them Lot o' th' Mill Pom, an'
They'll Double In Price in a Year.'

take a chance. Opportunity is jist like

Dan Cupid when It comes f reliability,
It don't guarantee nothin'. It Jist says
"You quit th' livery stable an' take
that Job at th' saw mill," er "you buy
them lots east o' th mill pond un
they'll double In price In a yenr." Op
portunity seems t go on th' theory that
ever'buddy has got . money. If some
fellers Jist had th opportunity they'd
y
be broke all th' time, er keep
else broke all th' time.
Th' main thing la t" be able t' tell th'
opportunity o' a lifetime from th' common, er roadside variety. Some years
ago Pinky Kerr's uncle offered him a
drug store In a dry town If he'd pitch
In an' run it, but Pinky said he'd
ruther stay at home an' play in th'
band. Th' drug store sold fer nine
thousan' dollars ylsterday an' th' band
still owes eleven dollars on th' slip
horn. Tipton Bud heard a knock on
bis door one day an' be bought five
hundred dollars worth o' mlnln' stock.
Be thought It wuz his opportunity,
be th' agent's. So
bat It proved
that's th' way it goes. If opportunity
wuz responsible, er carried a few gilt
edged references, it wouldn' be so bad.
It don't even argue with you.
Some fellers give up after they miss
;

some-budd-

f

Team Work on Battleship.
The problem of naval expansion
would not be so hard were it not for
the fact that every ship needs such
a great number In its crew; because
the greater the number of men that
must work together as "a team" the
greater the difficulty of accomplishing
the "team work" and the longer the
time required. In a ship, especially in
a large ship, like a battleship or battle cruiser, most of the men work together in large groups, such as turret
crews.
One hundred men sometimes
'

ninety-one- ,
nn' then It offered him five
hundred acres o' Texas rice land until
he got it paid for.

(Copyright,

Adams

Newspaper

Service.)

Sulphur In Shoes a Grippe Cure.
Sprinkle sulphur In your shoes to
avoid cntchlng the grippe, Is the advice of Dr. George Angel. Vears ago,
when the epidemic of grippe swept the
country. Doctor Angel recommended
at the time that everybody wear sul
phur in the shoes as a preventive, the
mscovery Having been made that mln
ers employed in the sulphur mines
were immune from the disease.
The discovery led to experiments
wmcn were said to Indicate that sul
pnur prevented the disease, and but
a few mild cases developed where sul
phur was worn In the shoes.
It is recommended that a teaspoon-fu- l
of sulphur be sprinkled In the sole
of each shoe and worn during the dura
tion or the epidemic.
Doctor Angel, whose practice among
the working classes is very large, says
that the data he had kept proves con
clusively that the disease rarely, if ever,
anacas a person armed against It

It Frightened the Birds Away From
the Corn, but He Had to Give
8'lome Money for New
Things,
"My grnclous!" ejaculated Mr, Gun
He pussed from the fervent
ney.
warmth of the June sunshine into the

welcome coolness of Caleb Peaslee's
wagon slied and fanned himself vigor
ously with his straw hat. "My gra
cious!" ,he repeated. Mr. Peaslee
looked up from the ruke that he was
.
mending.
.
wnats the matter of ye now,
Obed?" he desired to know.
"My wife and daughter," replied Mr.
Gunney, "have jest, gin me a kind of
goln' over, I guess you might cull It
and me as Innocent us a baby. It
sort of took my breath away, and I've
skun out a spell, to give 'em u chuuce
to get over It."
"What you been up to now?" demanded Mr. Peaslee.
"I ain't been up to a single thing,"
asserted the culprit stoutly. "At any
rate, I ain't done nothin' further'n to
make a mistake that any man might
have made. I dessuy you would have
done Jest the same as I did."
"Mebbe," admitted Caleb. "What
you been doln'?"
"Well," hesltuted Obed, "I'll tell you
how 'twas.
My wife an S'lome have
been away visltin' for 'bout three
weeks, and they left me to db as I
was a mind to in most ways ; but when
any little thlng'd come up that I was
ousartnin 'bout, I'd write to 'em, or
one of 'em.
There wa'n't much
'bout whether I'd set another hen, or
how much Mis' Grlgus owed us for butter, or some such thing as that.
"Bimeby, though, I wanted some ud- vlce 'bout what to use to make a scarecrow. I'd got my corn In, and them
pesky crows was clnwin' It out of the
ground faster'n I could' put It In. I
didn't know where to find the things
to make a scarecrow of ; so I wrote to
'era and wanted they should tell me
where I could find somethln'.
"Mebbe you remember," said Obed
with a questioning glance, "that woman and her daughter that boarded at
Mr. Peasour house last summer?"
lee signified that he remembered them
well.
"Well," Obed went on, "when they
went away they left a raft of stuff
that they didn't want In the way of
clothes, I mean. Some of the things
were clothes that they'd worn flshln'
and trampln' round In the woods, and
they was c'nsld'able tore to pieces.
There they was, hangin' up In a
clothes-presand S'lome wrote to me
to go and get somethln' to dress the
scarecrow.
She didn't tell me what
to take," he added defensively, "so how
in tunket they blame me is more'n I
can flgger out.
Well, I went up there, and I pawed
over the mess of stuff and picked out
some things and took 'em out to the
field and dressed, the critter up in 'em.
There was a fancy rig for a hut, and
long, Jacketlike thing tluit they
called a blazer, and a skirt with red
and white stripes In It, and the stripes
was an inch and a half wide. I don't
believe," Mr. Gunney declured, In the
pride of creation, "that when I got
through you could have found a tustler- dressed scarecrow anywheres.
"I took a lot of pride in it," Obed
admitted, "and I guess It's Just as well
I took it before them womenfolks got
home. Well, I ain't had u quiet min
ute since, and no knowing when I will
have.
"Come to get at the rights of It," he
explained, "there was some things
there that both my wife and S'lome
was cal'latln' to wear themselves. My
wife was goln' to fix over the hut for
herself, and S'lome'd been plcturin'
herself rigged out In that striped skirt
und that fancy Jacket.
"Course they couldn't use 'em now
'twouldn't never do to have It said
that they'd been robbln' a scarecrow
to get things to wear.' So the upshot
Is that I've had to give 'em more
money thnnl could reely afford, to lay
out in new clothes. ' There's Jest one
comfortln' thing 'bout the whole business."
"What Is It?" asked Mr. Peaslee.
"Them crows," grinned Obed contentedly. "There ain't been a crow
that's felt it safe to come within a
quarter of a mile of the Held since I
rigged that scarecrow up. So mebbe
I'll get my money's wuth out of it
.
after all." Youth's Companion.
'

Regulating Night Street Traffic
Experiments are being made by the
police of Glasgow with a new method
for the regulation of street vehicular
traffic at night. At two of the most
crowded orossings in the central district of the city the constables are
provided with helmets to which are
attached small electric lamps, controlled by a battery carried in the
coat pocket. The lamps show the position of the constable and Indicate
to which lines of traffic the crossing Is
clear.

Height of Fame.
"And how is your son Henry getting
on in literature?" asked the visitor.
"Oh, he's doing famously," said the
proud mother. "Ills autograph brought
10 the other day."
"Really?"
"Ten signed to a promissory note
for $300. I bought it myself." HarpCanadian merchants are in the mar-- ers' Weekly.
ket for feather dusters.
Mean Insinuation.
Miss Fluff Mr. Crump hasn't got
composing a turret crew, nevertheless, a bit of tact
the ship and all the men It floats are
How do yon know he
Miss
bound together by Invisible cords that hasn't? Flip
make a ship a unit; and the major efMiss Fluff I heard him ask Miss
fect of the training and of the drills Prim the other day if she wasn't Inof an kinds is to make the whole a terested in the
prehistoric age.
living organism. Rear .Admiral Bradley A. Flske, In The World's Work.
A Mean Slam.
"I lost a bunch of Jokes today," said
Irreverent Minx.
, a professional humorist. "It was some"In my time," declared grandma, thing of a loss to me."
"And no gala to the finder either. He
"girls were more modest." "I know,"
said the flippant girt "It wss a fsd probably won't know what they are."
once. We may get back to It" Life.
Louisville Courier-- J ournaL
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KITCHEN
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Do Modern Business Methods Justify
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I believe In
as much good
outer life as youglttln'
kin not that I ever
set out to look for happiness; Beems
like the folks that does, n ;ver finds It.
I Jes" do the best I kin where the Good
Lord put me at, an' It locks like I got
a happy, feclln' in me most all the
time. Mrs. Wiggs.
MORE

world-fume-

bination of two are
left over, line a buttered howl with the
mixture, fill with
seasoned
meat,
cover with a little
cereal and steam
half an hour, then
turn out on a hot
platter and serve
with any desired sauce or a gravy.
Any small bits of fowl may be finely
minced and seasoned with onion, parsley, grated lemon rind or a nutmeg,
chopped green pepper,. all of these or
season to taste. Put Into shells made
of mashed potato and brown In the
oven.

A salad Is a fine dish to
prepare
from left overs as fruit, vegetables,
meat, fish or fowl can ail be used In n
salad. A few string beans, n little
onion juice, corn, tomutoes or celery
with a salad dressing will make a good
combination. Any small amounts of
cream may be used ns cake filling for
shortening for nil kinds of hot breads
and cukes as well as puddings and If
a larger amount Is at hand may be
whipped Into a small pat of butter
which will be a most appetizing morsel, especially for an Invalid.
r
Small bits of
bacon stirred
Into a hot breakfast cereal and put
Into a mold may be fried for breakfast
the next morning.
If a little macnronl and cheese has
been left over, butter a .baking dish,
add a layer of the macuronl and a
sprinkling of chopped meat, n little
onion and n bit of tomato if at hnnd,
another layer of macaroni, ndd a little
meat gravy or soup stock to moisten.
and bake until hot. Buttered crumbs
on the top adds to the dish and bake
until they are brown.
A snucer of baked benns is not
enough to serve the family, but they
may be added to a little stock or made
Into a bean soup.
One nice method
followed by one family when there are
several small bits of different foods
left over Is to reheat and serve ns
they are, 'placing them on a tray, and
each one takes that which pleases him
best.

TEMPTING

INVALID'S

APPETITE.

A person In health usually enjoys
any good, well prepared food, but one
who Is 111, who must eat
strengthening
whether It Is desired or
not, Is quite another
problem for the house
mother and nurse.
A trained
nurse appreciated the Importance
of serving all food In
Just ns attractive a way as Is possible
and It Is her work to attend to such
service, but often the overworked
mother finds It necessary to be both
nurse and housekeeper and she also
must know how.
The daintiness of the tray and Its
accessories ns well us the food served
Is of the first Importance. A light tray,
large enough to hold all necessary
equipment and one easily cleaned,
should be chosen. Spotless linen, the
prettiest china arranged to look well,
adds not a little to the invalid's pleasure. A few flowers or one laid across
the napkin or placed in a small vase
Is always n source of delight to the
eye, or when these are not obtainable
a spray of rose geranium will ndd to
the beauty of the service. In cnse of
contagious diseases, paper plates, cups,
napkins may be purchased and afterward burned, with the lnce paper dollies which may be purchased in packages, the beauty of the tray need not
be entirely sacrificed to satisfy.
After the liquid foods which ore
the first foods for the very III, comes
foods which are custhe
tards, eggs, Jellies, fruits and cereals.
Cereals should be subjected to long,
slow cooking to be safe food for an
invalid or children. Milk toast is anfood which is usually
other
enjoyed.
One of the Important points to remember in serving an invalid Is to
have all hot foods hot, and cold foods
cold. Often a long trip upstairs will
cool the food. It should be carefully
covered, or placed over hot water, to
reach the patient in good condition.
A combination of fruit with cereal
Is particularly wholesome and appetizing to an Invalid. Prunes cooked
until soft, then rubbed through a sieve
and served in a small mound in the
center of the cereal, makes a wholesome dish.
Stale bread makes most wholesome
desserts in various forms. Butter a
few slices and pour over any
fruit, place In the oven to heat until
well scalded; serve with cream and
sugar.

food

semi-soli-

d

semi-soli-

d

left-ov-

WORTH

KNOWING

Mountings upon which any buttons
can be fastened to form hatpins or
brooches have been patented In Great
Britain.
Michigan stands first among the
states for the production of salt, ranks
second for iron and third for cop- per.
There are three breeds of Darkless
Jogs the Egyptian shepherd dog, the
Australian dog and the
dog
.
Tibet.
d

is not

uncommon for people to
make duties of their inclinations, and
to take great credit for the
with which they gratify themselves.

If a cereal, boiled rice or cornmeal
mush or mncaronl, any one or a com

Deliver us from fear and favor, from
mean hopes and cheap pleasures.
Have mercy on each In his deficiency,
let him not be cast down, support the
stumbling on the way, and give at
last, rest to the weary: Stevenson.

&

Tour party frock may have a high
waistline, or a normal wiilstllne (a
little bit pinched In), or no waistline
at all, like the frock shown in the picture. Choose whichever style looks
ST. PATRICK'S LUNCHEON.
best on your figure with the assurance
The opportunities to express origi- that It has the approvul of some
costumer back of It.
nality are many In celebrating St. Pat
The pretty dunce frock shown In the
rick's day. One may express good taste with In picture hits n double skirt of net, one
by of them finished in points about the
expensive material
studying the old tradi- bottom, hound with narrow nutln ribtions which play nn Im- bon. Over this n second skirt of net,
portant part In the his finished with u border of three rows
tory of the day. Gilt
with Klllnrney
harps
roses may be used as
decorations, Small green hats filled
witli green and white mints, green
caudles, green shamrocks for place
cards, and Joke favors of various wrig
gly spiders and snakes may be used
In appropriate boxes.
Small pots of
shamrock may be used as top to the
Ice cream, served In small flower pots,
wax paper lined.
The menu may consist of a variety
of good things, depending upon the
pocketbook, time to lie spent In preparation unci one's taste.
For n beginning salmon canape or
any kind desired, served on toast, cut
in the form of the shamrock.
Salmon mixed with salad dressing,
spread over the buttered toast, then
sprinkled so generously over the fish
that it makes a solid green color. Use
cress or parsley stems for the stem
of the shamrock.
Creamed chicken may bo served In
small croustades of bread, with the
edges decorated with finely minced
green peppers, or cress mny lie used, if
the pepper Is served In some other
dish.
Watercress salad cannot be Improved
upon for a simple with French dressIt

USES OF LEFT OVERS.

left-ove-

AibmerililillAiiea!

d

much she mny devote herself o' morn-lng- s
to splashy-dash- y
sports clothes, or
how uncompromisingly tailored hef
street dress may be, trust the woman
of today to garb herself In something

alluringly soft nnd utterly feminine-lookinbefore the sun goes down,' or
mighty 'shortly thereafter.
The pretty lingerie dress has returned In all Its glory of fine luce and
fine handwork on fine muterluls. Sheer
cotton und linen fabrics, unil lures.
dear to the hearts of fine ladies, ara
put together with puinstuklng needle- g,

Jj

ing.

Shamrock Salad Mix cream with
cream cheese to tho consistency to
mold, ndd seasonings of salt and red
pepper nnd press this Into green pep
pers that have been cut off at the
stem end with seeds nnd white mem
branes removed. If one Is enreful
about chosing the shapely peppers,
when sliced In
slices they are
shuped like a Shamrock with the
edge of green, making n most attractive cheese or salad. Serve as a salad
with mayonnaise and garnish with a
radish tulip if desired.
Butter rolled in chopped parsley,
small cakes decorated with pistachio
nuts; ice cream or Ices served colored
green, will all carry out the color
scheme.
half-Inc-

h

NET

A

FAVORITE IN PARTY FROCKS

of satin ribbon, is draped In double
points at each side and gathered Into
the waistline.
The overhodlce is of luce bound with
ribbon nnd fastens at the back. It Is
finished at the top with a border and
suspenders of crepe georgette and at
Of all fruitless errands, sending a
the bottom with little silk hails. The
tear to look after a day that has gone
dress Is worn over a slip of taffeta.
Is the most fruitless. Dickens.
Among new models In net there are
We never see ourselves never do,
some having uriderpettlconts of net nnd
never did, and I suppose we never
crepe Instead of silk, nnd the effect is
shall.
wonderfully soft. Net In two colors,
hemstitched together, provides some
DISHES WITH CURRY.
novel effects In draperies and a favorCurry as a flavor adds variety to ite combination is paprika, or tomato
various dishes, which taste the Ameri red. and white. The dress pictured Is
can perhaps needs
to cultivate. In India It Is used so
commonly that a
dish of fish flesh or
flowl without it is
unpalatable.
Chicken Curry.
The fowl Is cut
Into ten pieces.
Brown a medium-sizeonion with a
clove of garlic in an ounce of butter
until well fried, then ndd two
of curry and half n pint of
When boiling hot add the
broth.
chicken, nnd stew for half an hour,
adding more water if needed. When
the chicken Is tender add a generous
squeeze of lemon and a pinch of salt.
Fish Curry. Cook together two
small onions, an ounce of butter, a
few cloves and after they have been
stewed a few minutes udd a
of curry powder, a teaspoon-fu- l
of curry pnste and a pint of broth
passed through a sieve and added to
the mixture. Cut two pounds of fresh
fish into small pieces, add to the mixture nnd stew half an hour before
serving.
Veal Curry. Cut two pounds of
lean mutton or veal Into bits. Place In
a stewpnn three tablespoonfuls of
chopped onion, an apple, cut In slices,
two cloves nnd nn ounce of butter ;
stir over the heat until the mixture Is
slightly browned. Add a pint of water, a tnblespoonful of curry nnd n
half tablespoonful of flour, when It
has boiled up add the meat, then stew
very slowly for an hour and a half.
Serve with a squeeze of lemon Juice
and suit for seasoning.
Curry Sauce. Take four large
onions, two apples, a half cupful of
butter and a quarter of a pound of
lean ham, a blade of mace, two bay
FEMININE SOFTNESS
leaves, four pepper corns, and two
sprigs of thyme. Cook altogether un- all in white with silver ribbon in bindtil the onions are brown and tender,
and border nnd in the ball trimthen add two tablespoonfuls of curry ing but the same Iden is carried out
ming,
one
of
two
and
of successfully with colored ribbons on
powder,
vinegar
flour, a teaspoonful of sugar and one white net. The silk
underslip might be
of salt, a quart of water; cook alto- In a
tint Instead of white.
a
to
gether
pulp, pass through a sieve
A
silk lace, used in
and cook five minutes. This will keep
the bodice, stretches sufficiently to acin cool weather for a month.
Salmon molded in a small square commodate Itself to the lines of the
with a
tin, steamed and served on a platter, figure, nnd mny be
garnished with peas, makes a most lining of net or crepe georgette.
The eternal feminine will assert
good looking and appetizing dish.
Itself In soft and frilly or demure
frocks for afternoon wear and let us
be thankful therefor. No matter how

work In these frocks. They never full
to captivate women possessed of good
laste, and the French have an nxlcm
that explains It. "There Is nothing so
beautiful as care," It runs.
Besides these sheer gowns there are
others of soft silk crepe, or light woolen fabrics, that are of the same character. One of them Is shown in the
illustration, and It might he made of
crepe lib chine, challles, satin,
poplin or any other supple madress with
terial. ..It Is a
lengthwise plaits down the front and
three wide tucks in the remainder of
the straight, full skirt. The sleeves
are full nnd gathered Into n frill at tho
one-piec- e

fPf
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table-spoonf-

coarse-meshe-

Eight million trees will be available
for next spring's reforesting operations
in Pennsylvania from the stock of the
state nurseries.
" The
opening of a railroad that provides an outlet for the product has
led to the dynamiting of one of Switzerland's most famous glacier and the
marketing of the Ice.
A cane containing a whistle, which
sounds loudly when a bulb in the
handle is squeezed, has been invented
to enable a man to summon help when
'v
attacked or Injured -

d

A Military Touch.
There is a novelty cloth of thick yet
soft and downy appearance something
like eiderdown in tangerine color developed into a voluminous military
coat with modified cape collar having
an inlay of national blue. The rounded yoke crosses the shoulders as
epaulettes under which the raglan
sleeves are set In and loose box plaits
fall from under the yoke at either side
back and front A tangerine belt with
inlay of blue slips through slashes under these plaits and bugle shaped pock- -

IN AFTERNOON UOWNS

wnistline. There Is n soft girdle and
sailor collar of silk with a collar of tine
lace draped over the collar of
silk. The frock fastens at one side
with snap fasteners, hut ornamental
buttons are set over them.
Even these afternoon gowns are not
much lengthened as to fie skirt, But
this Is a matter that the individual
may decide for herself because authorities are of two minds about it.
net-to-

p

ets faced blue distend at either side
of the skirt section. Turn back cuffs
on the sleeves are made similar to the

belt

Philippine Underwear.
The Philippine underwear has made
so strong an appeal to the American
woman, because of the combination of
a moderate price with exquisite workmanship, that the dealers In French
underwear are publicly appealing to
the women to buy the product of
France for sentimental reasons.

CAMPAIGN FOR THE

liEVS III BRIEF

CAPITAL CITY

RELIEF OF BELGIAN BABIES

General and Personal
George A. Divisson, of Roswell,
is now in the real estate busi-e- it
was in the city during the
week.
Judge F.. C. Abbott returned to
Columbus Wednesday evening for a
He will return soon ana
few days.
conduct the spring terms of court in
this district.

HELP MAKE RED CROSS

who

1M MEMBERS

REACH

In view of the fact that a crisis
the National Red Cross
has sent an appeal from headquarters at Washington, D. C, to the
local chapters all over the country
urging them to renew their efforts
()r increasing
membership and in
preparing supplies in case of war.
We hereby make an appeal to all
citizens of the City of Santa Fe
asknK for their cooperation in the
ciming campaign for members in
booting for new members as .veil
as becoming members themselves.
The present membership of the
local charter is 150, and we are
Irtnlrinor fnrufarH In rAnnrttnv a m.m
iers(,ip of 1000 at the end of the
This will be very
coming week.
ca9jy accomplished if each citizen
who fces tlat he js a part 0f this
great and glorious nation will feel
his responsibility and do his small
jpart jn COming to her aid at this
crucial moment.
We feel that Santa Fe can be de
pended upon at such a time I
Send remittances to H. S. LeDuc,
Chairman of Membership Committee,
Box 22.1. Santa Fe, N M.
SANTA FE RED CROSS.
is at hand

W R Raker and wife. W. R. Re- ber and wife and I.. Hagy and wife
al! of I.as Cmces, win spent the
past two months in this city have
returned home.
Wi'l I. a Point, whr left his ed- itorin' desk at th Citien office
lorn? enouirh to see the close of
the legislature, returned to his Las
Crnres home Sunday.

'

tns returned from
Washington, where lie has been mist
of t''C time for te past years
filling the position of Secretary to
Conressman R C. Hernandez.
A

M. P.crorere.

Chas. A. Spies. Miss Spiess,
Mrs. W C. r.ortner were
the eitv from T.as Vcas a few clavs
to witness the close of the legislature, and visit many friends here.
M

and

i.merinten'leot T H. Wagner nd
assistant J. V. Onwav are attending
tearhers association meet
Taos this week and Mrs. Mil
ing atincl"-ns"
attending iTWO HUNDRED
ler
nircnor,
fine at Carlsbad.

$ GIVEN AWAY.

will pay in advance Two Hundred
Ho'lars on hctei here as A Present
I

nn resource
i
purchaser
information o the Pecos Vallev. who " Fifteen
well furnished rooms, five
. .t...
in
(
We must have it
the ranital citv. ohseving the le- - lts, easy terms.
ni'ii ing.
gistat.'re and extending his already
wide acquaintance. has returned to,"""montoya, n. m
his home at Carlsbad.
a

Tu.p

-

CoL W. S. Hopewell was in the
city Wednesday,
hustling for the
fund for the Relief of Belgian
Babies.
The great distress cf those people and need of assistance is too
well known to require long discussion.
If you are able and willing to
help send whatever you Jcare to
contribute to the State Record, or
any other designated collector, and
it will be forwarded
to the state
committee and by them to the

DEATH AND FUNERAL OF
ANGUS Mc GILLIVRAY

Santa Fe was shocked Sunday to
hear of the death of Angus Mc

Gillivray which occurred in an automobile accident near Estancia Satdriving
urday afternoon. He was
alone at the time his car turned
car
found
the
under
turtle and was
later in the day so that the details
will never be known.
The remains were brought to Santa Fe and the funeral took place
under the charge of the E!ks from
the home of Chas. F. Easley, Tuesday afternoon. Ret. A. V. Lucero,
of Raton conducted the funeral services and officers of the lodge actThe floral tried as pall bearers.
and profuse.
butes were beautiful
The funeral was largely attended,
Mr. McGillivray leaves three orphan children who arc with their
grand parents Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Mrs. McF. Easley of this city.
Gillivray, who was a daughter of
the Easlcys' died very suddenly of
heart failure about two years ago.

son of Col. R. E.

Wa'dn Twitchell.
Tw'tcbe'l. who was at San Diego
wtipr he tent valuable assistance
to the New Mexico Exhibition for,
two vears. and who has recently
been in Arizona, is in the city for a
short visit with his father and old

.".

-
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of Hamburg
BreiiHt Tea, or as tho German folks
Brunt Thee," at any
Sen. J. P.. Remhnrg of Dona Ana call it, "Hamburger
lake a tahlespoonful of thn
countv. remained in the city several pltarrnaey.
a cup of bailing water upon
davs after the close of the legisla- tea, put'
pour through a sieve and drink a
ture (o assist in dosing up lecris-ltiv- e it,
full
at any time during tho
matters. Sen. G. A. Kaseman, teacupor before retiring.
It if the most
of Mhnniwrniie. also returned to as- day
to break a col I tin I euro
effective
sist in "proof reading" the senate prip, it H way
it opens the pored oft lie t;!;in,
i
journal.
the
Also
relieving congest ion.
a cold from the
thiiH
howehi,
driving
R
Tinker, a farmer from the By Kt fill.
northern ciart of Ta"s rnunty was
rl
ry it llu nc;t titifl' you snf. r frorn
n tin
eitv a few (lays this week a mill or tin; grip. It is ih"oin-iiv- i
located
has
hern
sim'ss.
'fe
w.tc
mi l entirely vegetable,
in the (Yrro sTtion of that county inM hr. rMlims.
years and is a
for over twi-ntbooster (or the country. Mr. Tinker
savs (he people of his section h've
E
of the
(Treat hopes of the

friends.

which leaves
& U. nt P'atiro. evtendinor on
down to
very shortly, as a re- s'trvev has recent'v been made.

b'aprh
the T)

of trail

Bmall

package,

ro-.-

LUMBAGO RIGHT OUT

Ptifl and Stiffness away with
The initial leet'fc of the Amcri-iEu- b
Aid series, on
a small bottle of Old honest
can Red Cross Fi-"Structure and Mechanics of the
St. Jacobs Oil
to, tne
rirsr
Poitv was deliverer!
inij
.
When vour bacli is soro and lamd
- t
-.
iL.
class of tne local cnapter in mc or lumbago, sciatica or rhetimatium has
Fed Cross Wednesday afternoon by you Btilfeniil up, don't suffer I Get a
The class is com- 25 cent bottle of old, honest "St.
Pr. T. A Rol's
posed of 25 Santa Fe women and Jacobs Oil" at any drug store, pour a
the P.ov Seii'ts organisation and little in your hand and rub it right
much interest is being taken in the into tho pain or ache, and by the time
unrtc.
Ilr Rolls has kindly con- you count fifty, the soreness and
sented to deliver the fttl' course of
in cone.
lectures, the nevf of which wi'l be
Don't stay crippled! This soothing,
at
21,
given nn Wednesday. March
penetrating oil ileitis to bo used only
the Catron school at 4:30 p . m.
once. It takes the ache and pain right
out cif your hack and ends the misery.
It is magical, yet absolutely harmless
and docHn't burn the skin,
KINS ELL'S APARTMENT
Nothing e)e ctopa lumbago, sciatica
and lame back misery so promptly I
HOUSE DESTROYED BY FIRE
st

Uime-oc.-

'

'

The lartre fifteen room apartment
bouse of Ceorre A. Kinselt. nn Amia
Fria street was totally destroyed bv;
fire early this morninir. Mr. Kin- sell was sleepinc in one of the up-- !
sfai-- s
rn'ims, and wns not awire
r.f the fire until one of the neighbors
broke in 'be door and wo'te him on.
I!was almost suffocated with smoke
when aroused- from his slumbres,
sni) but a nirrow escape with h's
The huiMinj?. with most of the
household fnrniti're was a complete
The Viiiildimr was part'y
loss.
covered bv ''ns"rance.
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Diclicnaries

RED CROSS CAMPAIGN
FOR MORE MEMBERS

1

v

Pacinctxposit!onii5
f
V 'aJS'
wos granted, a

he local Red Cross Society wilt
for more memCome out and
bers ticvt week
help and join and thus help increase the present membership of
!?n to 1000
Remember the Red Cross is not
It
confined to disasters of war.
assists in every lartre disaster of
Francisco
The San
kind.
.any
Farthnnake tbe Dawson Mine disas
and all
train
wreck
Colorado
ter the
simi'ar catastrorihies were attended
ty Red Cross Volunteers.
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Two nice bed rooms
rOK RENT.
for rent, srerr merate terms. Atv
ffy at A. 6. Wnittien 114 Read
atrcet.
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SANTA

FE WATER

fif'

CO.

& LIGHT

FOR

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE. SURETY BONDS
SEE

II

AY WARD
PHONE 52 W

CAPITAL

,

.

BOSS PATENT

FLOUR

Primraia Battar
asaaotMooonnn

Cut-Of-

YARD

COAL

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT

PHONE

65 MAIN -

CUEROS!

uv

.;.rjr:ii.

f

f

k

H7

1

CUEROS!

Vendanoa todo su fierro viejo, Yantu dehule,Mtala
huesos garraa. zinc, plomo y etc., Tambin, Cuerot
Silallas, alas psciot ma altoa delmercado

Santa Fe Iron and Metal Yard Co.,
347 North Water Street
Escsibanos por mas Informacion.
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INSURANCE AGENCY IN THE OLDEST CITY

FIRE INSURACE

XLIFE INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS

inaasMii ion

7z:
-
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:i

-

1

Del

1-

execu of the above at 4c per K. W.
Special Rates for Cooklnf.
All in

'

.ea es .
y.;S 4 n
3:40 p.
Leaves.
I
8:10 p. n
o
eaves.
8:10 p. n
No. t Leaves.
Arriving in anta Fe
9 00 a.
7
Jo
Arrives.
:50 a. n
No.
Arrives
5:4? p. n
No.
i Arrives
:20
...11
No.
p. n
Arriv es
... 7 Carries coach only for Albv
qoerque, and west.
Canyon, Los Angeles, Sa' Visit Grand Canyon.
Pieeo and San Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren E. Rollins
No. 3 California
Limited, came
for Albi. and daughters Mrs. Ro'lins Wylie
local passengers
and Miss Ruth Rollins, Mrs. J.
ta Fe.
Colesij.'nment of space from Sar. Fauntleroy McGilit. Cieneraland Mr.
El Pas man DuPont of Delaware,
tor Los Anceles
Thi (".anz the distinguished Swiss pianist,
sleeper on this train.
for Belei arc among the party who have spent.
onlv connection
at tne
f.
Fecos Valley aa. several davs sight seeing
The Santa Feans
West Texas.
Regular a Grand Canyon,
ers for Los Angeles and Sai are expected home the first of the
No
connectior week.
Francisco.
south of Albuquerque.
No 10 Standard and Tourist Sleep Children! Hour.
ers Kansas City, and Chicagi
Saturday afternoon at the Library
also through sleeper Trinidai hall Miss Jeanette Spiess of Las Veto Denver
gas delighted a crowd of over sixty
No 8 Standard Sleeper for Chica little folks with original stories of
c
car. Regular assignment
the furrv Fskimoes. Different story
space from Santa Fe.
tellers will entertain the children
at the
No. 4 California Limited, passengen every Saturday afternoon
No.
Standard and Tourist sleeper-fo- Library at 2 o'clock. This excellent
Kansas City and Chica? plan promises to be a preat success.
only, except on Wednesda
Friday and Sunday, passer Five Hundred Party.
be carried for Der.
gerj will
Miss Marjorie Friday entertained
n
ver. Colorado Springs
at a SOD party Wednesday evening.
Pueblo.
a'""
were the favors.
No. H Standard Sleeper and cha' Carnations
were served by the
refreshments
ty
eo, also tourist alid free chai hostess and a social Rood time was
car for Kansas City and Chi
enjoyed by the guests.
cago. Regular assignment o
Fe
Santa
from
space
Friday.Club.
Phone 42-was
club
card
The
H. S. LUTZ. ARen
Friday
last meeting
its
at
entertained
L.
Robert
Cooper.
Mrs.
hy
eik'ht
Resides the club members
DR. KING
F. R.
Mrs.
were
present:
pucsts
Lord, Mrs. E. R. Wright. Mrs. H.
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST
S. Bowman. Mrs. Anna Townsend,
Mrs. K. F. Coard, Mrs. Kentto I'.aca,
Mrs. A. M. Edwards, and Mrs LesDAVID KNAPP, M. D.
lie Ciitlct't.
PHYSICIAN & SURGEON.
Lincoln Ava, Oppfctita Elks Theatar Aid Meeting.
Santa Fa, Naw Maxico.
The Ladies Aid Socity of the M.
E. church will hold their regular
business meeting at the home of
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS
Mrs. Hugh Williams, on Don Gas-pavenue, Friday afternoon at 2:30.
NOTARY PUBLIC
All members and friends are invit
Office Capital City Bank Bldg.
Naw Mamica ed.
Santa Fa
Guild and Auxiliary.
ooooooaoaoaoooscBOoecooooc
A joint meeting of the Woman s
Wo-and
Missionary .. . Auxiliary
. the- r .
. ..
,
ninn s outlet or tne cnurcn ui mc
Acabamos de recebirde
Holv Faith will be held this after
Barcelona Espana un gran
noon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. Leonidas
Smith at the Rectory
surtido delibros de devo
No.

Natura

Washington and the Telephone
Can you imagina "the Father of his Country" using a telephone?
Can you fancy his friends calling: him by telephone on February 22nd to
wish him "many happy returns of the day?"
How, greatly comprehensive telephone service would have multiplied Washington's ability at the head of the Continental Army I How it would hava
Nation!
simplified his duties as the chief executive of our new-bor- n
The telephone is still young, but it serves the public to am extent that would
have been beyond the conception of Washington's day and generation.
So intimately has the telephone won its way into the very lives of the people of today, that a general cessation of tbe service would be nothing less
than a national calamity.
By the way, has it been noticed that while every other commodity has been
steadily raising in price, and while the cost of materials required in the fur
nishing of telephone service is constantly increasing, telephone rates in general have remained the same?
Gradually the margin between our total revenues and our operating costs
'
' has narrowed until the lines are too close for comfort.
Washington was' a servant of the public; but he was never confronted with
the problem of conducting a public serviee with a fixed rate of income, and
trying to make this balance with steadily increasing costs.
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Es-pan- ol.
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en-vi- ar
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interests control
Tbe Phetps-Dodtthe El Pao tt Southwestern sysat
tem, the Copper Queen mines,
Bisbee. Ariz., the smelters at Dou-tncoal fields at
Ariz.,
Daw.on. N. M. and other 1are;e min-fn- g
interests in the southwest.

' Vr sihuund
No. 7 Leaves
No. 3 Leaves
No. I Leaves
No. f Leaves

Los siguintes son
algunos que podemos
correo pagado al
de su importer
40
Cuentos para Ninos

r- -

s,

TABLE

cion y de recreo en

;(.e?l "r;!:

l-- r:f

200 K." W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.
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DOUCLAS RESIGNS AS HEAD

El Paso, March 15 Official anhave heen received
nouncements
here of the resienation of Dr. Tames
Donnlas as president of the Phelps-Dorftcorporation and of the appointment of his son. Walter Dmu-1nwho has been vice president, to
succeed him as president.
It was a'so announced that Dr.
Donctas retired as president of the
El Paso ft Southwestern railoard
system and was succeeded by T.
M. Schumaker. vice president of the
STtem. as president.

LOCAL IIM

.

s

Thirteen Club.
Tli Lure of the Desert Land.
The members of the Thirteen card
Have vou slept in a tent alone a
dub were very pleasantly entertaintetft
ed
the latter part of last week by
Out under the desert sky
Where a thousond, thousand de- Mrs. Ira Grimshaw at her home on
Santa Fe avenue.
sert miles
All silent 'round you lie?
The dust of the aeons of ages dead. Ladiaa Aid.
The Presbyterian Ladies Aid will
And the peoples that trampled byv
Have you looked in the desert's be entertained by Mrs. Henry Woodruff at her home on Lincoln Avenue
painted cup,
Have you seen the lightning this afternoon.
flashing up
Mrs. L. S. Lowitzki left Thursday
From the ground, in the desert dusk?
M
:
t r .I i r
Have you heard the song in the evening lor jruriianu, urcgun, wncre,
sne
remain
win
several
weeks.
tor
desert rain,
Like the undertone of a wordless
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess and
rhyme;
Have you watched the glory of daughter Miss Jeanette Spiess will
leave the last of the week for their
colors flame
home in Las Vegas.
In its marvel of blossom time?
Have you lain with your face in
The house guests now at Mrs.
your hands, afraid,
Face down f at down on your face-an- d Eugene Fiske's are Walter G. Franz
of Cincinnati.
William
Scott of
prayed,
terrible sandstorm Philadelphia, Miss L. A. Robinson
the
While
of
Miss
Louis
and
St.
Margarette
whirled .and swirlcp
In its soundless fury, ana hid tne ' "
world,
And quenched the sun Jn its yel- tow glar- eMTE EDWARDS & M'FIE
Just you and your soul and notning:
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAthere?
OFFICEt
If yo have, then you know f or
Corner Palaca St Washington Ava.
you've felt its spell,
The lore of the desert jana.
SaaU Fa, Naw Mazlco.
And if you have not, then I could
not tell
E. P. 0AVIES
For you. could not understand.
Madge Morris.
CITY ATTORNEY
Santa Fa Club Elect Officer..
Lam BuHdtmf
At a mectine held Tuesday night
. Naw Masiaa
the Santa Fe Club elected the fol-- , Santa Fa
lowing officers to serve during thel
Reed Holloman president, A.
Vear.
H. Hudspeth, first vice president,
A. M. Edwards, second vice president, George H. Van Stone, secretreasurer.
tary, Levi A. Hughes,
Roard of directors, Solomon Spitz,
finance, William Kosc, house, James
L. Scligman. social, H. L. Hall, library,
Owing
Dr. I. A. Rolls, athcletic.
to the large increase in member-shi- n
was appointed to
a committee
Wkara Prica ara Baal far Sofa
carry out if possible the proposed
the
plan to erect a new club house, ColQuality
eentlemen are Reed Holloman,
onel Ralph E. Twit'che!! and Frank
Lavan.
Carry a Full Liaa af
Annual Election.
Chaaa A Saabern't Caffa
The local lodge of the B. P. O.
annual election
i0. held it
E. No.
aad Taa
Ex-of officers Wednesday night.
altcd ruler W. O Connor Jr., pre- Those electsided it the mecTTiur.
ed to serve during the year arc:
Richaliau CanaaJ Vgatablaa
Robert I.. Ormsbec. evalled ruler, P.
M. A. I.ine.aii. esteemed 'eadimt niclit.
loyal
Ceori'e Miernardot. esteemed
lectura 11. esteemed
n;'Tbt. Paul A
H ml Brother California Can-aing nifrht. A. L. Morrison, secretary,
treasurer. Frank
S. C. McCrimmon
Fruit! and Hawaiian
Sturecs. tvler. lose I"! Sena, trustee,
and
Pinoapplat
W. O. Connor jr., representative
L. Fisher, alternate

! PO wlfl RATE

KAUNE'S

.a--

F.INK HOT TEA
FOB A BAD COLD

CiliiKS

SOCIETY, CLUDS, LODGES,
Here and There Over the State

40
30
......40
50
$1.00

La Gorriona
Por un Piojo
Juan Miseria
Fabiola
100
Quo Vadis
1.00
Jeromin
Tenemos muehaa otras
Historias y libros de
manden por la,
lista.
Call San Francisco
Sana Fa, Nuavo Maaico

DELGADO SHOE CO'

Missionary Meeting.
of the
The Missionary
Society
First Presbyterian church will meet
at the residence of Mrs. I. R. Creed,
Garfield street Monday afternoon at
3 o'clock.

Saturday Card Club.
Mrs. Richard H. Hanna entertain
ed the members of the Saturday
card club at her home on Johnson
street. Bright moments were spent
playing bridge.'

F. MURRAY, M. D.
SURGEON.
PHYSICIAN
CITY PHYSICIAN
X- - RAY

Paeae
Office First
Saate Fa,

EDWARD

.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Naw MaaJee

R. WRIGHT

ATTORNEY

Sails

Saaa Fe,

ZSX.

boar Wast of PaateffW.
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